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United Press International In Our 90th Year
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Communitas Newspaper







Vol. LXXXX No. 262
(WINS ELECTED STATE REPRESENTATIVE
FINAL STEP OF STUDY - Mrs. La Verne- t.-Ryan, instructor of business educe-
Hon at Murray State Univeasitv, and Charles Bright, director of the Vocational Business
Education Division of the Kentucky Department :* Estee:Won In Frankfort, discuss • report*
which Is the fi I  ofna step an • ght -vseek nationwide survey made by Mrs. Ryan dur-
ing the summer. Aimed at Improving Kentucky', cooperative program In vocational bus- -Iness education, the study wai roe-Siesta- and sponsored by the Vocational Business Edu-
cation Division and directed by Bright. Printed copies of the report will be distributed to
Kentucky business education coordinators and teacher educators.




Now comes a letter from Mrs.
Clyde 0. Hicks of Wichita Falls,
Texas.
Says Mrs. Hicks "I have adored
the beautiful Chigger Weed for
ten years and have tried for
all these years to get a start of
this beautiful thing, when we
would get back to Texas the
weather would be so hot the
plant would wither and die.
Just too hot the last of June
to get them to live. You men-
tioned in your column recently
that the Chigger weed had shed
It's leaves and gone to seed.
Will you get us some of the
seed if there are any left?"
Mrs. Hicks goes on to say that
ahe has never seen Chigger
Weed anywhere but in t h e
Elate of Kentucky.
Now, there's a lady who re-
cognizes beauty when she sees
It. We have long extolled the
beauty and virtues of the Chig-
ger Weed. Yes, Mrs. Hicks, we
will send you some seed from
our Chigger Weed. We'll get
them from the one in our flow-
er bed which grows twice the
size of the other Chigger Weeds
which we allow to norish in
our lawn. It Was a thing of
beauty and joy forever this
siteuner
Hurray for the Chigger Weed
and may it long lift its golden
head high, even though its line-
age may not measure up to
some of the more sophisticated
flowering plants.
Every now and then we get the
idea that we are outstanding in
something or other, then some-
thing happens that brings us
down to earth and we find that
welt-et merely average. This is
hu to say the least. 
n those pangs of hunger
1V.aiverpowering try this: get
some fresh crackers and cut
out a little chunk from a pack-
age of Pastrami Two or three
of these and the world gets
right again. Fresh milk goes
well with this gourmet's de-
light.
Murray High has won five and
lost four with one more game
to go. A good season 'end some
good foothill. Sure WG might
have won a couple more, but
we might also have lost a
ceuple more.
Se much depends on how a
team jells at that critical hour
on Friday night.
Miss Lula Holgand passed away




The fifth and sixth grades at
tftURTEIRATtOrtiNifig'...•"0 00-
ed field trip to Mammoth Cave
on Monday, November S.
The students selected the
scenic tour through the cave
and had lunch in the Snowball
Dining Room.
This was a bus trip with the
funds being raised by the two
classes in various ways includ-
ing bake sales, school newspap-
ers, and creative writing book-
lets.
Build-up ancl follow-up les-
sons in history and science
were planned to make the trip
a learning experience.
This is in the line of the new
trend in education of taking the
learning out into concrete ex-
periences rather than so much
vicarious learning, one of the
teachers said.
Teachers accompanying t be
group were Mrs. Margaret
Franklin, Mrs. Polly Bryant, and





The Hazel Elementary School
Parent-reacher Association will
meet on Thursday, November
6, at seven p.m. at the school.
Entertainment will be by the
seventh and eighth grades,
James Feltner and Mrs. Roy
Cothran, teachers.
The :seventh and eighth grade
mothers will be in charge of
the social hour.




The Senior Citizens Club will
hold its regular meeting on Fri-
day, November 7, at 12 noon
with a potluck luncheon at the
Community Center.
Entertainment will follow the
luncheon.
Hostesses will be Mrs. Bir-
die Parker, Mrs. Lela Shackel
ford, and Mrs. Martha Golden
Rummage Sale Will
Be Held Saturday
Plans are being made for •
rummage sale to be held on
Saturday. November 8, from
seven asn. until noon at 'the
American Legion Hall.
The sale is being sponsored
by the Faxon Mothers Club and
all members are urged to have
their items at the sale.
WEATHER REPORT
Uaited Yrs,' International
West Kentucky - Generally
fair today through Thursday.
-Ossompamot owl - I.-
today and tonight. Warmer
rhursday. High today 54 to 62.
Low tonight mostly mid and
upper 30s, high Thursday in
the 60s. Outlook for Friday,
partly cloudy and warmer.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.4,
down 0.1; below dam 301.7,
down 0.1, no gates open.
Barkley Lake, 7 am. 354.5,
stationary; below dam 303.6, up
0.5.
Sunrise 6:25, sunset 4:56.




Participating in the program
of the IS69 convention of the
National Council of Teachers of
English in Washington, D. C.
during Thanksgiving week will
be Mary Elizabeth Bell and
Mildred Hatcher, both of Mur-
ray State University.
Dr. Bell is an associate chair-
man of a discussion on "Defin-
ing literary experiences in Pri-
mary and Middle Grades". Miss
Hatcher is a discussion leader
on "Literature and Social
Values".
An estimated 7,000 teachers
of English from preschool thr-
ough graduate school are ex-
pected in Washington, D.C., dur-
ing Thanksgiving week for the
59th Annual Meeting of the
National Council of Teachers of
English.
Preconvention :activities, in-
eluding study groups, special
conferences, seminars and com-
mittee meetings, begin Monday,
November 24. More than 100




NASHVILLE, Tenn. (UPI) -
Former Gov Frank Clement,
the one-time "boy wonder" of
Tennessee politics was killed
Tuesday night in an automobile
accident.
Clement, 49, who achieved
national attention with a fiery
keynote address at the 1956
Democratic National Convent-
his attorney when his car col-
lided with another vehicle. He
was pronounced dead on arrival
at Nashville General Hospital.
The driver of the other car,
David F. Carlton of Nashville,
was hospitalized in serious con-
dition.
A three-time governor, Cle-
ment never realized his dream
tc serve in the U.S Senate, los-
ing twice in bids for that post.
He passed up a chance to ap-
point himself to the Senate
when Sen Estes Kefauver, D-
Tenn., died in August, 1963.
Murray High Honor Roll Is
Released For First Period
The Murray High School hon-
or roll for the first grading per-
iod has been released by Prin-
cipal Eli Alexander. Ore hun-
dred twenty-eight students
achieved the 2.50 to 3 00 aver-
age to receive this academic
honor. At the request of the
faculty and students, the first
semester will be completed this
year with Christmas vacation,
December 19.
The honor roll is as follows:
Seniors - Richard Blalock,
2.75; Linda Boyd, 2.75; Donna
Carpenter, 2.50; Kathy Crider,
2.50; Leslie Furgerson, 2.50;
Susan Hale, 3.0; Pat Lamb, 2.50:
Conie Lowry, 2.50; and Dick
West, 3.0
Juniors - David Alexander.
2.80; Ann Bettie, 3.0; Mike
Boyd, 2.80; Mary Jane Buchan-
an, 2.60; Christi Cooper, 2.75;
Mark Etherton, 2.80; Georgian-
na Furgerson, 2.60; Richard
Hall, 2.80; Nancy Hart, 3.0:
Annette Houston, 2.80; Richard
Jones, 2.60; Suzanne Jones,
3.0; Freya Larson, 2.75; Gail
Lyons, 2.60; Nancy Mathis, 2.60;
Bill Pinkston, 2.60; Pat Ryan,
2.80; Ray Smith, 2.75; Jayda Stu-
art, 2.80; Rebecca Terhune, 2.-
50; Mark Tinsley, 2.80; Ruth
Titsworth, 2.80; Alan Weather-
ly, 3.0; and Mary Winter, 3.0.
Sophomores - Bill Adams,
30; Steve Beatty, 2.80; Katie
Blalock, 2.60; Diana Boone, 2.-
80; Luanne Brown, 2.60; Patti
Carr, 2.80; Monty Cathy, 2.80;
Jan Clark, 3.0; Sarah Cooper,
2.80; John Engle, 2.60; Leah
Fulton, 2.60; Dennis Lane, 2.80;
Vicki Lowery, 2.80; Alien Mc-
Kee', 4.80; Cindy Parker, 2.75;
Paula Parker, 3.0; Lyn Reagan,
2.60; Gail Russell, 3.0; Alan
Spencer, 2.80; Loretti Swesrs,
2.80; Mary Ann Taylor, 280;
Paul Thurman, 2.80; Barbara
Van Meter, 2.60; and Betty Jo
Ward, 3.0.
Freshmen - Janet Budzko,
2.50; Cathy Christopher, 3.0;
Mark Compton, 250; Anne Er-
win, 2.80; Nancy Herndon, 2.80;
Chuck Hussung, 2.80; Jeannie
Jeffrey, 2.50; Paula Lyons. 3.0;
Patsy Mathis, 2.60; Bob Pink-
ston, 3.0, Ellen Quertermous,
2.60, Sue Robards, 3.0; Sarah
Sams, 3.0; and Penny Terhune,
9.0.
8th Grade - Phillip Adams,
2.60; Maggie Battle, 3.0; Corby
Boles, 3.0; Phyllis Budzko, 2.80;
Kay Buice, 2.89; Cindy Carpen-
ter, 2.73; Donna Cole, 3.0; Deb-
bie Dodd, 289; Mary Doran, 2.-
73; Rebecca Edwards, 2.56;
Rhonda Garland, 2 56; Susan
Hainsworth, 2.90; Cathy Mit
chell, 2.89; Trina Nicks, 2.89:
Sherry Nolin, 278; Beverly
Parker, 2.64; Susan Scarbrough,
2.89; Selwyn Schultz, 3.0; Lilly
Sims, 2.73; Guy Stinson, 2.56;
Gail Vaughn, 2.67; Lisa War-
ren, 2.50; Beth Wilson, 3.0; and
Melanie Wilson. 2.56
7th Grade - Laurie iseatty,
2.80; Tony Boone, 2.60; Cheryl
Burteen, 2.80; Scott Eagle, 2.80;
Cindy Etherton, 2.83; Nancy
Fitch, 2.80; Patsy Forsee, 3.0;
Wes Furgerson; 280, Jeanette
Gilliam, 3.0; Ken Grogan, 3.0;
John Harcourt, 2.60; Steve Ho-
ward, 2.56; Karen Hussung, 2.-
80; Jana Jones, 2.80; Barbara
Kemper, 2.80; Kent Klein, 2.67;
Tricia Kline, 2.80; Bobby
Xnight, 2.80; Donfd Knight,
3.0; Debbie McMillen, 30; Scott
Marvin, 2.80; Melissa Miller.
2.80; Ellis Perry, 2.80; Michael
Phillips, 2.80; Tim Philpot, 2.80,
Stephen Porter, 2.60, Laura
Powell, 2.80; Michele Richard-
son, 30; Vicki Roberts, 3.0; Re-
becca Sams, 2.83; Chad Stewart,




Mrs. Hontas Woodall of Ben-
ton Route Two died Monday at
four p m. in Louisville while
visiting a nephew, Dr. James
W. Bryan.
The deceased is survived by
two sisters, Mrs. Mary Cope-
land of Kirksey and Mrs. Fan-
nie Jetton of Murray, and a
number of nieces and nephews
Mrs. Woodall was the widow
of Dr. Joe W. Woodall. She was
a member of the Pleasant Grove
Uoitnd Methodist Church.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at one p. m. at the
Filbeck and Cann Funeral Cha-
pel!, Benton, with Rev. Fred
Alexander officiating.
Pallbearers will be Frank
Windt, Russell Cope, Kenny Mc-
Cain, Albert Little, Norman
Wiadt, and Charlie Borders.
Burial will be in the Wood-
all Cemetery in Marshall Co-
unty with the arrangements by
the Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton, where friends




Murray Christian Church will
be holding a special service
Sunday evening. November 9,
at 7:00 p.m, celebrating the
group s first birthday.
It was on Sunday morning,
November 10, 1968, that the
"Murray Christian Fellowship"
- a group of students from
Carasalsais - twat-sus
or',Isorship services.
Thes group is no longer a
student fellowship; it became a
church on September 14, 1969,
and is meeting each Sunday in
the Woodmen of the World
Hall for its services: Bible
School - 9:30 a.m., Morning
Worship - 10:45 sin., and
Evening Worship - 7:00 p.m.
James Sins, minister, invites
all to attend this special ser-
vice and fellowship hour in the




Mrs. Jamie Washer was cited
as "Safe Woman Driver of the
Week" during the annual obser-
vance of National Business Wc-
men's Week of the Business
end Professional Women's Club.
Chief of Police James Brown
and Patrolman Paul Jerry Lee
"picked up" and "cited" Mrs.
Washer for the award as she
was at Robertson School to get
her children.
She was cited to appear be-





Funeral services for Mrs.
Mary Ada Settle, age 92, of
Dover. Tenn., were held Tues-
day at the Taylors Chapel Unit-
ed Methodist Church. Burial
was in the church cemetery.
Mrs Settle died Monday at
the home of her son, Raymond
settle.
Survivors are two sons, Ray-
mond Settle and Walter Settic
of Dover, Tenn.; one daughter,
Mrs. Clifford Potter of Clarks
vine, Term.; two brothers, J.
It. McHood of Murray and P.
H. McHood of Decatur, Ill.;
four sisters, Mrs. Nancy Nance
of Dover, Tenn., Mrs Bettie
Cable, Mrs. Hattie Martin, and
Mrs. Mattie Parker, all of Mur-
ray.
Also surviving are sixteen
-sendchildren, thirty-eight great
erandchildren, and seven great
great grandchildren
DUPLICATE BRIDGE
The Holiday Inn open dupli-
cate bridge club will meet on
Thursday night at 6:00 p.m. All





GLASGOW, Ky. (UPI) - Vo-
ters in this predaminatly white
community of about 10,000 have
chosen to keep their Negro ma-
yor for a -full four-year term,
making him the first black man
to '1St: ellieWd- mayor In -ROE--
tucky.
Luska J. Twyman, a Republi-
can, retained the mayor's office
in Tuesday's election despite
the challenge of Democrat Bar
low Bopp, a 30-year-old Green
Beret veteran of Vietnam.
The unofficial final returns
had Twyman winning, 1,593
votes to 1,156 with about 200
absentee ballots uncounted.
Lenis Hale Picked In Third
District Magistrate's Race
Democratic nominee Guy Loy
ins won the race for State re-
presentative from Max Hurt
Republican nominee from Kirk-
say, with a total of 2837 votes
to Hurt's 1334.
In the District 3, Magistrate
race, Isenis Hale polled 806 vot-
es to defeat William Fandrich
who received 180.
Mary Louise-I/oust won the
only statewide race on the bal
lot, Auditor of Public Accounts,
and she received 2372 votes in
Calloway County as compared
with 811 for James Thompson
and 78 for Ben F. Stinnet.
County voters showed opposi-
tion to both proposed constitu-
tional amendments as they
voted 1518 against and 618 for
amendment number one which
dealt with the taxes on farm
property. However the a-
mendment was approved 'state-
wide. The county vote.re disap-
proved of the proposed a-
mendment that the Legislature
should meet each year instead
of every two years by a mar-
gin of 1624 to 423 --
Unopposed i n yesterday's
elections were Boyce Clayton
for 42nd District Common-
wealth's Attorney; Robert 0.
Miller for County Judge; Clyde
Steele for County Sheriff; James
Blalock for Circuit Court Clerk;
Marvin Harris for County Court
Clerk.
Chailes E. Hale for Tax Ass-
essor, Sid Easley for County
Attorney; Huel C. Jones for
Persons Are Fined Sheriff (November
bSteurbabnledfieDeeld efmor.
In The City Court - ear. USW • SSW Vievererain fort-
coroner; Warne Flora, Matto-
Of Judge Jake Dunn I trate (District 1): K. B. McCuis-
Persons were charged, enter-
ed pleas of guilty. and were
fined in the City Court of City
Judge William H. (Jake) Dunn
during the past week. Records
show the following occurred:
C. M. Hoke, speeding, fined
$15.00 costs $4.50.
N. M. Young, speeding, fined
$15.00 costs $4.50.
J. W. Curry, driving while
intoxicated, amended to reck-
less driving, fined $100.000 costs
$4.50.
R. F. Garner, driving while
intoxicated, fined $125.00 costs
$4.50.
R. L. Raeher, Jr., driving
while intoxicated, amended to
reckless driving, fined $100.00
costs $4.50.
C. L. Robertson, driving while
intoxicated, amended to reck-
less driving, fined $1013.00 costs
$4.50.
J. E. Ahart, public drunken-
ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
J. F. Bondreau, disorderly
conduct, fined $25.00 costs
$4.50.
W. E. Hodges, public drunk-
enness. fined $15.00 costs $4.50
D. A. Outland, public drunk-
enness, fined $15.00 Costs $4.50.
J. E. Price, public drunken-
ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
K. J. Tulley, public drunken-
ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
W. L. Smith III, driving While
intoxicated, amended to reck-
less driving, fined $100.00 costs
$4.50.
S. H. Lucas, driving while in-
toxicated, amended to reckless
driving, fined $100.00 costs
$4:50.
Dick Payne, public drunken
ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
Carl Ray, public drunkeness,
fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
R. S. Smith, driving while in-
toxicated, amended to reckless
driving, fined $100.00 costs
94-50-
B. D. Powers, driving while
intoxicated, bond of $200.00
forfeited.
J. E. Biggs, speeding, fined
$1500 costs $4.50.
D ti Fdrnondson, speeding,
fined $1500 costs $4.50.
G. T. McNeely, reckless driv-
ing. fined $20.00 costs $4.50.
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press International
The expreesign, "Go west,
„young man," usually attributed
to Horace Ureeley, actually was
originated by John Babsone
I.ane Soule, publisher of the





LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) -
Former Democratic Rep. Frank
W. Burke Tuesday was elected
mayor of Louisville, ending
eight years of Republican con-
trol in this one-time Democra-
tic stronghold.
Burke, who served two terms
in Congress before his defeat
oy a conservative Republican,
defeated a political newcomer,
Republican John P. Sawyer.
The final unofficial count was
Burke 48,337; Sawyer 40,810.
The mayor-elect, a beefy,
bespectacles Irishman, cam-
paigned an the theme of "it's
time far a change," and said
voter discontent with the past
two GOP city administrations




Two traffic accidents were
investigated by the Murray Po-
lice Department on Tuesday
No injuries were reported.
The tint occurred at 915
A.M. at the intersection of Olive
and 7th Streets.
Cars involved were a 1966
Plymouth four door sedan dri-
ven by Pat Alderdice Fain of
800 North 18th Street, Murray,
and a 1970 Ford two door sedan
swried by Parker Ford Inc., and
driven by Joe William Parker
of Murray Route One.
Police said the Fain car was
going west on Olive Street and
made a left hand turn into 7th
Street. The Fain car hit the
Parker car while it was 
stoppedon 7th Street headed north, ac-
cording to the police report.
Damage to both of the cars
was on the left side.
The other accident occurred
at 6:05 p.m. on the Direct Oil
Company Station front.
Involved were a 1970 Ford
owned by Clifton Vandiver and
driven by Mary Olene Vandiver
of Sturgis, and a 1963 Ford dri-
ven by Edward H. Cheely of
1024 North 13th Street, Mur-
ray.
Pfilice said Cheely was back-
ing from a parked position and
hit the Vandiver ear that was
parked on the Direct Oil Com-
pany Station' frost:
Damage-to the Vandiver car
was on the left side and to the
Cheely car on the rear. -.
tun Magistrate (District 2); Mar-
tin Young, Magistrate (District
4).
Unopposed in the elections in
:he city were Holmes Ellis,
Mayor, Don Overby, City Judge;
Paul Shapiro, City Prosecuting
kttorney; Rex Alexander, A.
B. Crass, Floyd Dethrow, Pren-
tice Lassiter, Alfred Lindsey,
and Baron West, Common
Council (Ward A); James Rudy
Allbritten, Howard Koenan,
Mrs. C. C. Lowry, Roy Starks,
Opal Smith and Richard Tuck,
Common Council (Ward B).
By DREW VON BERGEN
Rural Kentucky, with a help-
ing hand from some populous
urban areas, passed a Constitu-
tional amendment Tuesday re-
stricting the assessment of
farmlands to agricultural value
_only. 
At the same tlm,ia emend- _pp
ment providing for annual Bess-
sions of the General Assembly
loomed doubtful of passage,
lagging some 6,000 votes short
with nearly 500 precincts still
unreported.
With 2,566 of 3,063 precincts
in the state reporting, the farm-
lands amendment was being
passed by a vote of 122,894 for
to 94,613 against; while the an-
nual sessions was being defeat-
ed by a vote of 104,719 against
to 98.133 for.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn had en-
dorsed the assessment amend-




A Red Cross Standard First
Aid class will begin on Sunday,
November 9 at 1:30 p.m. Classes
will be for 2 hours on Novem-
ber 9, 16, 23 and December 7,
and 14 at Rescue Squad Fire-
house, 202 North 4th Street.
This course is open to t h e
public and will be taught by au-
thorized Red Cross Instructors.
Kentucky Revised Statutes
require those operating busi-
nesses and-industries to have a
person qualified in first aid
training on the premises. Gra-
duates of this course will be
fully trained in this capacity.
Life saving techniques includ-
ing artificial respiration, and
mouth-to-mouth rescuscitation
will be taught. The course is
especially helpful to firemen,
policemen, Rescue Squad mem-
bers, ambulance drivers, and
others who may be called upon
to perform first aid in their
line of duty.
There will be no charge for
the course. For further infor-
mation call 763-1421. An ad-
vanced course will be held up-
on completion of this class,
with a Red Cross Instructor
course being taught next
spring. University students who
may require first aid certifi-
cates to obtain jobs next year
are encouraged to take advant-
age of this opportunity.
Garden Department
To Meet Thursday
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet on Thursday, November
6, at two p.m at t:ae club house
Mrs. L. E McSwain will pre-
sent the lesson on "Let's Make
Linen Flowers". Mrs. Ed Frank
Kirk is the program chairman.
The devotion will be given
by Mrs. Humphreys Key.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
Leonard Vaughn, B. J. lioffmen.
A. W. Simmons, Sr., L W. Pas-
chall, and H.J.d Chrisman.
FREE KITTENS
Mrs. Roy Vaughn, 309 North
7th, has some kittens she
wishes to give, away. Some of
them are about two months old
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
Army Specialist Four William B. Harris of Hazel recently
participated with the Seventh Army Aviation Group in a large
scale command post exercise in Germany.
L H. Key, building inspector for the City of Murray, reported
today that building permits issued for the month of October
Indicated $58,300, in construction.
Thirty-two years were reviewed in drama and photographs
by charter members of the Delta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club,
John F. Graham of Louisville has been appointed Kentucky
vice-president of the American Bankers Association. He is a
native of Calloway County.
Bible Thouglht for Today
Thine, 0 Lord, is the greatness, and the power, and the glory,
and the victory. . . and thou art exalted as head above all. - 1
Chronicles 29:ll.
Some men are learning all over again that final victory is not
In our hands.
THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
OH, FUDGE! ITS VASSAR - Non-students. bar the way to the administration building at
Vassar, the girl's college in Poughkeepsie. N.Y., after it wa, taken over by some 50 Negro
girl students. The Negro girls are demanding a black dormitory and a black studies course
leading to a degree. No, says the adnunistration.
20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
tleaths reported today are Eural Todd, age 19, Lynn Grove Route
One, who was in an automobile accident, and Starlde T. Hicks, age
80.
In basketball last night Almo beat Dover 51 to 33, Sharpe beat
New Concord 83 to 38, Hardin beat Hazel 48 to 36, and Lynn
Grove beat Kirksey 40 to 34.
The Murray High Tigers lost to Hopkinsville 7 to 6 in the
homecoming game here.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is Gene Autry in "The Cowboys
and the Indians".
Auto Theft Odds
NEW YORK—One in even'
107 cars registered in the
I 'oited„Statei was stolen in OW
reports the Insurance Informa-
tion Institute. 5. total of 777.-
8.00 thetts represented w#141,449 •
trease of approximately !MIA
'per tent over the 1967 figure.
Pivotal role
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -
Yaphet Kotto came up with a
pivotal role in "The Liberation
of Lord Byron Jones."
itatistical
Department of Defense
statistics show that military
wives are bearing one-fourth
fewer babies than in 1960. In
that year, 218 out of every
thousand wives gave birth
compared to only 158 wives in
1968.
The Air Force now has 1.69
iependents for each man, the
army 1.15, the Navy 1.05 and
he Marine Corps only 0.58,
ccording to the department.
* * *
Careful
At spookin' time this
halloween, equip the-ttick and
treaters with a flashlight so they








It isn't Math, History or English.
But it's just as basic.
To earn a living, he needs the old fundamentals To keep
on living, he must learn the right way to drive. Yet only
one out of three high school students takes a driver edu-
cation course Too bad. Automobile accidents are the
number one killer of American teenagers.
How important is driver education? Well, its important
enough that trained drivers have 50% fewer accidents
and traffic violations. Important enough that many insur-
ance companies offer lower rates for teenagers who have
completed driver training.
And important enough that new car dealers across the
nation loan 34,000 automobiles every year to our public
schools for driver training.
It's your responsibility to help make sure your teenager
takes the proper subjects in school. So make sure driver
education is one of them Where it's not available, we
suggest that you consider a good private 4.4
driving school
When it comes to preparation for living,
learning how to drive safely really is basic.
National Automobile Dealers Association
°WK.& organic•tron of Arn•rica • franchised new car and ir,rr dealers • Wa•hrcrglon DC







- At our house on halloween, a
little green jack o'lantern will
greet goblins. Or scare the wits
out of them. Or send them
screaming for a color blindness
test.
The pumpkin from which it
will be fashioned didn't turn
green from envy, mold,
advanced jaundice or frost.
The seed from which it
sprang wasn't a bad seed. It just
had the poor luck to be planted
by a punk gardener who never
had grown pumpkins before.
This disaster in horticulture
was to be an educational experi-
ence for child and an adventure
for me, the gardener. But it
turned out to be a case of too
much of a green thumb.
Growing pumpkins for the
first time is an adventure.
Seeds go in around May 30 in
our climate. By June huge leaves
start. Then comes the vining. At
the same time, big pumpkin
colored flowers appear. Beauti-
ful things. Real marvels to
behold the first time. They close
at night.
"I gue.ss that's how natun
pumps up pumpkins," I told my
son.
"I don't think so, but we'l
find out," he replied.
My mate reassured me, say-
ing:
"Could be. Like potatoes.
They must grow in the ground
and we'll have to dig for them."
That didn't sound right. I'm
sure farmers don't dig out all
those pumpkins you see in
pictures in fields between stacks
af corn stalks.
The flowers kept coming and
the vines were taking on the
growing gusto of Jack's bean-
stalk. They were doing it
horizontally instead of
vertically.
They twined over tomato
plants, strangled corn plants,
overtook marigolds and were
heading in a scary, speedy way
1toward the house.
By the middle of July, to save
the other crops and possibly the
house, I pulled back the vines,
breaking off yards of them to
contain them in a growth
pattern less threatening to
feeeeyimee:
I By the beginning of
September they were back again,
all over everything. Big green
leaves. Grabbing vines. Pretty big
flowers that closed at night.
We were almost ready to dig
for the fruits of the flowers'
labors when little green
pumpkins started appearing -
above ground. Golf ball size. A
couple of days later, tennis ball
size. A week later, twice that
size.
The one that's going to be the
jack o'lantern is basketball size.
Let Me Write
by Darrell Shoemaker
When I say "Cow", "Soup",
"Bear" and "Preacher", it mea-
ns nothing unless you know the
Allbritten boys that played tine
basketball for New Concord High.
Then there was "Goat" Blalock
(Paul) that played some real
good ball. Congratulations Paul
and Otley on the nice publicity
of your Dairy Farm Operation
There are more men farming
now in this county that hold U.S
degrees than anytime in history.
'Skeet" Myers with West Ken-
tucky Rural Telephone has a won-
derful personality and so accom-
odating that it is no wonder he
has climbed the ladder of succ-
ess with them.
Reading of college riots, set
ins, and other things is plumb
disgusting when you consider the
fact that any boy or girl had to
WANT an education to get it in the
1930's. I remember Evaand Gray
Roberts drove from Pottertown
to New Concord in a buggy throu-
gh sunshine, snow or rain to get
theirs. Then there were Delroy
and Deuland Melton who lived
across the Tenn. River that
rowed a boat twice daily, and
being absent from school was
shocking. Some awfully good
people came out of that stock.
Dr. Laverne Bucy, who has tau-
ght in California Universities
for many years and this year
went abroad to teach, was one of
them.
Information on our county's
history is coming in and that is
going to be interesting when
assembled Wish more of you
middle agers would secure in-
formation from your elderly
WEDNESDAY - NOVEMBER 3. 19t,.
folks and send it tome, You macte
this county, be proud enough to
get everything in so it can be
combined.
There are two kinds of people,




an unusual halloween costume
have him look through a few
books on costumes. The C
iled tionwlserveof your encyclopedia
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know better."
year I'll
A neighbor suggested we put I A Special 
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came back," son said.
"Yea," I said. "Next 
a plant and pumpkin in a Il wle
hothouse and maybe take it out at . 0, *
*pumpkin pie I made had to be : *
spooned like soup or sipped it
through a straw."
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"Iron Men Of Sewanee" Win Five
Grid Games In Six Days In 1899
By GLENN STEPHENS
SEWANEE, Tenn. (UPI) —
Modern - day college football
coaches often find one game a
week more than they can han-
dle, but a rugged squad of 21
from the University of the
South embarked on a 2,500-mile
trip 70 years ago this
k, playing—and defeating—
e major college teams during
a six-day span.
Later dubbed the "Iron Men
of Sewanee," the 1899 team
went on to compile a 12-0 rec-
ord, win the old Southern In-
tercollegiate Athletic Associa-
tion championship, and defeat
North Carolina in what has been
called the South's first post-
season bowl game.
During the gruelling, 1111.
equalled road trip of Novem-
ber, 1899, the "Iron Men" not
only defeated, but shut out,
Texas, Texas A&M, Tulane,
Louisiana State and Mississippi.
Coach H. M. Suter, who had
been brought in from Princeton
In the football-dominant East
mold a gridiron power at the
Episcopal school of less than
350 students, probably had little
knowledge of what was in store
for his team until shortly be-
fore the season began.
Most observers credit the
sc.heduling of the season, and
MAPLE LEAFS
DOWN OAKLAND
OAKLAND (UPI)-- The Tor-
onto Maple Leafs gave up an
Oakland goal in the first 46
seconds of play Tuesday night
and then put together four
straight goals of their own to
win, 5-2.
Murray Oliver with two
goals, both in the secoed
period, led the Toronto attack
while Dave Keon contributed
the first Maple Leafs' score
and assisted on both Oliver's
goals.
Paul Henderson and Jim
McKenney tallied for the
ers in the final period
an Oakland goal which
Warily closed the losers'
's Doug Roberts fired
from the right point and the
puck eluded goalie Mary
Edwards who was screened at
46 seconds. It was the only
score of the period and the rest
of the way was downhill for the
Seals.
Keon tied the score at 1:26 of
the second period and then
Oliver got two in succession, at
14:53 on a power play and
again at 19:40 for the lead
which stood up.
After Henderson made it 4-1
in the opening minute of the
final period, Oakland Captain
Ted Hanson tallied his first
goal of the season while the
Leafs were shorthanded at
11:19.
McKenny entered the scoring
at 12:53,
was the tenth time in as
many games that Oakland was
outshot as the Leafs held a 37-
24 advantage.
the trip west, to Business Man-
ager Luke Lea., who had re.
cruited most of the players and
hired Suter as coach.
Two Barrels
Carrying two barrels of Ten-
nessee spring water, the 21
players, Suter and Lea boarded
a Nashville, Chattanooga and
St. Louis sleeper car on the
morning of Tuesday, Nov. 7.
Two days later, they unload-
ed at Austin, Tex,, and after
seeing the Texas Longnorns
drive 80 yards with the open-
ing kickoff to the Sewanee 15,
held on for a 12-0 victory.
The next day, at Houston, the
Tennessee team defeated Texas
A&M 10-0. An overnight had
took them to New Orleans for
an easy 23-0 victory over Th-
ane.
Suter gave the players Sun-
day off to visit a sugar planta-
tion about 75 miles west of New
Orleans, Then, at Baton Rouge
on Monday, Sewanee routed the
LSU Tigers, 34-0.
The Iron Men finished their
amazing feat the following day
at Memphis, blanking Ole Miss,
12-0.
Earlier in the season, the Se-
wanee Tigers had beaten Geor-
gia 12-0 and Georgia Tech 32-0
in games played at Atlanta,
TenneSsee 46.0 at Sewanee and
Southwestern 54-0 at Sewanee to
stake a claim on one of the
'South's football powers.
It was in late November,
however, that Suter's gritty
squad was to claim the SIAA
Mountain Campus
After returning to their moun-
tain, campus from the western
trip, the Iron Men drubbed
Cumberland, 71-0, in their third
and final home game of the
season.
They then travelled to Mont-
gomery, Ala.,• to meet Auburn
for the SIAA crown. The two
schools had not played in 1896,
and both went unbeaten to tie
for the title.
Auburn became the only team
to score on the Sewanee team
but the Tigers from Southeast
Tennessee eked out an 11-10
Aces Defeat Hershey
By United Press International
Simon Nolet, whose foui
goals boosted Quebec to victor)
Sunday, added a pair of
Insurance goals and assisted on
another Tuesday night as the
Aces defeated Hershey 5-2 and
moved into a first-place tie in
the Eastern Division of the
American Hockey League.
Claude Laforge's goal at 4:18
of the second period was the
decisive score after the Aces
got a pair of first period goals
from Rosaire Paiement to take
an early 2-0 lead in the only
game of the night.
The victory gave Quebec a 7-
4-1 record and 15 points, tying
the Aces with idle Montreal.
Hershey, three points out of
first place in the Western
Division, failed to gain ground
on Buffalo.
The Bears never got its
offense untracked against Que.
bec as they fired only 21 shots
toward Ace goalie Dune Wilson.
Thanksgiving Day victory.
Two days later, on a cold
Dec. 2 afternoon, the Iron Men
defeated North Carolina 5-0 in
a game played in Atlanta's
Piedmont Park for the champi-
onship of the South. That game
has since been recognized as
Dixie's first "bowl" game.
The tiny Episcopal school was
to produce many other great
teams during the following dec-
ades before college football be-
came an expensive, big- time
sport.
But none of them, or
any other college team, has
matched the incredible five-
game road trip of the iron Men
of Sewanee in 1899.
The lone surving Iron Man is
Herbert E. Smith, 88, a retired
businessman in Birmingham,
Ala., who was a substitute half-




scoring and fast break tactics
defeated the Carolina Cougars,
117-107, Tuesday night in an
American Basketball Associa-
tion contest.
The victory spoiled the return
home of Carolina Coach Bones
McKinney, a Washington cage
star two decades ago.
The Cougars' Bob Verge was
the game's high scorer with 32
points but the Caps countered
with 23 points by Warren
Armstrong and 19 each by
Roland Taylor and Henry
Logan.
The victory brought the Caps
to a 5-6 record, while Carolina







CHICAGO (UPI)— To North-
western football Coach Alex
Agase, travail is routine.
Unable to play much high
school football because of MA
small statute, he became a
three-time college All-American
at Illinois and Purdue. He was
captain of the 1946 Illinois team
which became the first Big Ten
representative in the Rose Bowl.
His college education was
delayed by a term as a Marine
lit )ent in the South Pacific
d World War II.
ilf 
us, when his Northwestern
, perennially plagued by
1 of depth, had to play Notre
Dame, Southern California,
UCLA, Purdue and Ohio State,




gleefully to the task.
Win Two Games
The Wildcats lost the games,
but they won two others, and
while players have dropped out
of the lineup due to injuries the
team never has lost its spirit,
"I don't know why," Agase
said, "but our kids leek forward
to playing the best. We don't
feel we're beat until the game
Is over and we're behind, and
that's the feeling of the players,
not the coaches."
Only a week ago, faced with
the kb of playing unbeaten and
top-ranked Ohio State, Agase
said bluntly that he was glad
"the 'people who don't expect
much from us aren't playing
for us."
To every question about
morale, he has reacted angrily,
"We don't have a morale
problem," he said. "our kids
think they can win in every
game, and they welcome the
chance to play the top-ranked
teams.
"They know that every top-
ranked team loses sometime
and they think they're the team
that can give them the loss."
Spirit Is Asset
Agase's spirit was his major
asset in playing football.
His motivation carries
through to his football team,
and they want to play the best,
Now, with a 2-5 record so far,
the Wildcats face unranked
teams to close out the season.
But Northwestern will have to
play a piecemeal team since
numerous starters have been
sidelined for the season by
injury.
"It's not going to work out
the way I hoped," Agase said,
fiWe've got too many IIVE41 but
we'll give it a try."
He's coached his team in
travail too, so Northwestern
might wind up the season with






The worst won-lost percent-
age compiled by a pennant-win-
ing team was .544 ltv the Los
1rigeles Dodgers in 109.
t.
By United Press International
..._ MURRAY.
So, break up the Knicks.
Somebody better stop the
New York avalanche before the
*nicks players begin to
they're invincible and believe
they can finish the National
Basketball Association season
with an 81-1 record.
New York won its 12th game
In 13 starts Tuesday night when
the Knicks clobbered the
Phoenix Suns, 116-99, behind
Willis Reed's 34 points. The
NBA record percentage is .840
achieved by Philadelphia when
it posted a 68-13 won-lost mark
en route to the league title in
1966-67, The Knicks currently
have a .923 percentage.
Connie Hawkins did his best
to keep Phoenix in the game,
but his 39 points were merely
second best in the Knicks'
camp.
Philadelphia beat Chicago,
113-109, Baltimore routed San
Francisco, 124-105 and Seattle
downed Detroit, 116-102, in
other league games.
Philadelphia remained 41/2
games behind New York in the
Eastern Division as the 76ers
overcame a two-point halftime
deficit to beat Chicago. The
Bulls lost a chance to tie the
game with 13 seconds remain-
ing, but Chet Walker lost the
ball before he could get a shot
off. Walker had a game-high 28
points. Archie Clark led Phi-
ladelphia with 22 points.
The Baltimore Bullets got
double figure scoring from four
of its starters and finally
cracked a slump that threa-
tened to plummet the team into
the Eastern cellar, Jack Mann
led the Bullets with 26 points,
two less than the 28 pumped in
by San Francisco's Jeff Mul-
lins.
Aeattle won only its second
glaihe of the season. Bob
Boozer's six straight field goals
in the second quarter doomed
Detroit to its sixth loss of the
season. The Sonics, at one
point, sank 22 consecutive foul
shots. Boozer's 28 points paced
Seattle, Dave Bing matched
that total for the Pistons.
SMALL COLLEGE
FOOTBALL RATINGS
NEW YORK 4:11'5 — The Unit-
ed Press International top 20
small college football teams
with first place votes and won-
lost-tied records in parentheses.
Seventh week.
Team Points
1. No, Dak. St. (28) (8-0) 328
2. Montana (1) (84) 258
3. Ark. St. "(1) (5-1) 240
4. Delaware (3) (6-1) 224
5. N. M. Hilnds. (64-1) 138
6. Col. St. Coll. (1) (7-0) 124
7. Akron (7-1) 111
8. Texas A&I WO 87
9. Tampa (6-1) 69
10. Alcorn A&M (54-1) 62
11. La. Tech (5-1) 47
12. Ind. Pa. (6-1) 32
13. Tie. E. Tenn St. (64-1) 27
Tie. Troy St. (6-1-1) 27
15. Crierdia Minn. (9-0) 14
16. Abilene Chris. (6-1) 17
17. Northern Ariz. (7-1) 16
18. Humboldt St. (6-1) 13
19. West Carolina (7-0) 11
Gide. 1.1.1-0114—
Others receiving five or more
points: Southwestern Oklaho-
ma, Hawaii, Idaho St., St. John's
Minn., Whitewater St., Florida
A&M, Wilkes.
Charlie Conerly, Kyle Rote,
Frank Gifford and Eddie Price -
the New York football Giants'
"All-American" backfield in the
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Lakers Win Opener 70-55
By JOE CARNICELLI
UPI SPorts Writer
NEW YORK (UP1)--North -
Dada State is beginning to
fed some resistance in its run
toward the national small
college title.
The Bison, undefeated in
eight games, were named the
nation's top college division
team jor the seventh consecu-
tive leek today, but three
teams — Montana, Arkansas
State and Delaware— are begin-
ning to show strength in the
ratings.
North Dakota State, which
winds up its season Saturday
against South Dakota State,
received 28 first place votes
and 326 points from the 35-
member United Press Interna-
tional Board of Coaches.
Montana, also unbeaten in
eight outings took second with
256 points. Mille Arkansas State
and Delaware occupied the next
two positions.
New Mexico Highlands moved
up five places to the No, 5
ranking, followed by Colorado
State College, Akron, Texas
A&I, Tampa and Alcorn A&M.
Five coaches from each of
the seven geographical areas of
the nation comprise the UPI
ratings board. Each week they
select the ,10 small college,
teams in the nation, with points
awarded on a 10-9-8-7-6-S-4-3-2-1
basis on votes from first
through 10th,
ASSIGNED TO "BISONS
NEW YORK (UPI)— Center
Orland Kurtenbach of the New
York Rangers, a nine-year
veteran of the National Hockey
League, Tuesday was assigned
to the Buffalo Bisons of the
American League in order to
work himself back into top
form. Kurtenbach underwent
back surgery last season,
CANADIAN MARE FAVORED
The Calloway County Laker,
basketball team started the sea-
son off on the right foot last
night by defeating the Wingo
bwilans 79-55 at Wingo.
The Lakers trailed by two at
Use end at the first quarter,
17-15 and held a 3 point lead
WINS SECOND CUP
MELBOURNE, Australia
(UPI)—Rain Lover, sent off at
odds of 8-1, rallied in the final
furlong Tuesday to capture his
second straight Melbourne Cup,
Australia's premier horse rac-
ing classic. Rain Lover 4-in by
a head over Alsop. Ben Lomond
was third, another three-
quarters of a length back.
at the half 31-23.
Some red-bot third frame
shooting by the Calloway Co--
unty quintet coupled with a
cold third quarter for the In-
dians put the Lakers in front
by 15 going into the fourth
period and they had build up
a 24 point lead when the final
DUPLICATES FEAT
NEW YORK (UPI)— Edward
Walsh of Manhattan duplicated
a feat accomplished by his
father 23 years ago by winning
the 43rd annual Metropolitan
Intercollegiate Cross Country
championship Tuesday with a
time of 25 minutes, 17.4 seconds
for five miles.
horn sounded.
Leading the scoring for the
Lakers was Charles Rushing
with 22 points followed by Dar-
rel Cleaver with 18.
Wingo's high man was Carl
Pamper who popped the nets
for 22 points.
Calloway Co. (79)—Rushing
22, Cleaver 18, Chapman 9, Ro-
ney 8, Sears 8, Doran 7, Lassi-
ter 3, Crawford 2, Todd 2.
Wimp (55)—Pamper 22, Jams
14, Wiggins 13, Gibson 3, Wes
2.
Dick (Night Train) Lane's 14
pass interceptions for the Los
Angeles Rams in 1952 is the
NFL record for aerial steals.
YONKERS, N.Y. (UPI)—
Frest: Yankee, a 6-year-old
.7 "(12 Teeeday
4444114=reel the 4-5 'favorite In
Friday night's $50,000 United
Nations Trot at Yonkers
Raceway, Fresh Yankee has
won her last eight starts,
Including last week's $50,000
Gotham Trot at Yonkers.
After his New York Jets won
the professional football title
in January, Coach Weeb Ewbank
received 81,000 or more for
banquet speeches.
Paavo Nurmi was known as
"File Flying Finn" for capturing
2 1 world dinning records and
seen Olympia gold medals in
track'.
* * *
Joe Carter of the Philadelphia
E les lead the National Foot-
401. the loser to plelLin another
miF post-sieson game.
The bowl - conscious Deep
South figures to have a bigger-
than-ever hand in this year's
lineup,
The Southeastern ( onferen( e,
which placed six of its 10 mem-
SOUTHERN SIDELINES
"Unofficial" Negotiations
For Bowls Already Underway
By DAVID MOFFIT
UPI Sports Writer
ATLANTA (UPI) — Few are
naive enough to believe that the
bowl people are going to wait un-
til that Nov. 17 deadline before
selecting the contestants for
this year's post-season games,
The under-the-table deals are
under way right now and, al-
though they'll profess innocence
to the whole affair, there are
some teams here in the South
which have already received
firm offers.
There's nothing that frightens
the bowl promoters more than
the thought that they might be
a day late in picking off one
of the choice candidates. So the to the cotton Bowl. And the
bers into bowls a year ago, has
SEVEN candidates this time
around and independent Florida
State is a good bet to join them.
With top - ranked Ohio State
out of the picture, under the Big
Ten rule which prohibits tack-
to-back Rose Bowl appearances
and Texas' first allegiance to
the Cotton Bowl, third-ranked
Tennessee is presently the hot-
test bowl prospect in the land.
Some of the Vols have already
indicated they'd like to spend
New Year's night cavorting on
prime-time television in the Or-
ange Bowl,
Once - beaten Louisiana State
appears a shoo - in for a ma-
jor bid, likely as the other team
"unofficial" negotiations start a team that survives the Auburn-
little bit earlier each year.
One veteran coach, who asked 
Florida - Georgia round - robin
the Texas-






that while usually nothing is Bowl.
signed prior to whatever date
the NCAA insists upon, "some popular






of the obviously better teams ber. With no
'gentlemen's agreements' curacy,
t
here looks like this:
There is one big hitch this Rose— UCLA es. Purdue
year. Second - ranked Texas Orange— Tennessee vs. Penn
and sixth - ranked Arkansas state
don't get around to settling the Cotton— Texas vs. I,Sti
Southwest Conference champion- sugar— Auburn vs. A rkancas
ship until their nationally tele- c,ator— Florida vs. Missouri
vised finale on Dec. 6,
bowl scouts too much, While the Bluebonnet
virLgiiniaberty— Messissippi vs. West
But, that shouldn't stall the
winner of that game figures to Wyoming
host the Cotton Howl, an earlier






































Peach— Houston vs. Geo
- 
rgia
Sun- Florida State vs. Utah
We've -12 more liayst
to wait before many of the jig-
saw pieces fall into place al-
though some of the teams will
get win-or-forget-it offers— and
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Planning a new kitchen?
Avoid mistakes by following
these tips from Rose E. Steidl,
author of Functional Kitchens, a
publication of the New York
State College of Ecology at
Cornell University.
- Avoid separating the
centers by doors. Every time
you have to go past a door to get
from one center to another, you
walk five or six feet farther than
if there were no door. This
distance begins to add up
considerably during the work for
just one meal.
-Allow, enough space for
workers to walk around one
another easily (about tAree feet)
and enough space for them to
work at adjacent centers forming
a right angle (about one foot
extra for body thickness).
- Allow enough space (three
or four feet) in front of
equipment to permit you to
open the doors or drawers and
stand in front of them.
- Provide space between the
wall and the side of an appliance
or cabinet so that you can open
the door to more than a right
angle.
- Avoid boxing in a work
surface. Wall ovens, tall
appliances and floor cabinets on
both sides of a counter confine
your arm movements and limit
you in temporarily placing
utensils and supplies.
- Place the refrigerator and
tall floor cabinets so that the
door handle is nearest the
counter you are going to use.
- Remember that plumbing
will be needed if you choose a
refrigerator with an automatic
ice maker.
- Plan the number and
location of electric outlets for
your small appliances as well as
major ones.
- Plan the lighting in your
kitchen so that you can see
clearly as you work at each
center.
- Plan the location of
windows for safety. Do not
place a window above a gas
range because the breeze may
put out the flame or pilot light.
How to keep the
peace in the family
By Abigail •Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My problem is between my husband [I'll
call him Eugene] and my father. Eugene is 25 and my father
is 65. - ---
Several months ago they had an argument during which
a lot of angry words were spoken. It ended when my father
told Eugene never to set foot in his house again! [I'm sure
my father didn't really mean it because he keeps asking me
how Eugene is.]
I keep telling Eugene that my father didn't mean what
be said, and my husband says, Well, if he didn't, let him
call nae and say iso." .4  .e reduced. Don't use credit to
coliingMy my husbandhustallndverYandstubbarnelling hithmilf4hea221-diLtim+1 „meanieejlifm,i- it. t-aTE P4miDnire atbandt MaoareYmobartaf futwu'reill
Eugene is also very stubborn, and he won't make the first 
incoeme. I Hamilton, Court-
move either. 
house, Mayfield, Ky. .42066.
Telephone 247-2334.
What do you suggest be done? My mother and I are very • • •
much upset over this, and we can't seem to get the two of
them together. UPSET IN UTAH




- Armed with earnings and al-
lowances, last year's teen-agers
spent 20 billion dollars on per-
sonal items and leisure-time ac-
tivities. By 1970, according to
one estimate, teen-ager spend-
ing will hit 30 billion dollars.
The big consumers in the teen.
age market are the 16-to 19-
year olds. Boys in this age
group have average weekly in-
comes of $18.35; girls average
$19.50 a week. The Rand Youth
Poll, a research organization
that studies teen-age spending,
reports that this is where the
money goes:
BOYS SPEND WEEKLY . .
Movies, dating $ 4.45







pending on how you use it. It
has helped some families but 
magazines, books, records 1.40
hobbies 
has also caused worry and hard
ship for many ether families. It
is unwise for many families to
commit as much as 15, 10 o:
even 5 percent of their income
to installment payments. Fami
lies should take stock - how,
uch does it take for living ex
penses? How much is left?
These questions should help
you decide how much install-
ment payments can be afford
%As
!I' 1 'I
The carried lunch - the meal
away from home for the work
ing man or woman and the
school child - can give a boast
to energy and morale if it is
planned, prepared and packed
properly. How do yours
Miss Pat Everett, Courthouse,
Benton, Kentucky 42025. Tele•
phone 52'7-6601.
S..
Pattern in the kitchen is best
used in only one area such as
walls, floor or cabinets. The ap-
pliances and cabinets create pat-
tern in the room. Thus it be-
comes easy to have too much
pattern. - Mrs. Mildred W.
Potts, La Center, Ky. 42056.
• • •
MONEY MANAGEMENT -
Many families have purchased
items on installment plan and
in so doing have most of each
month's income spoken for in
advance. Installment credit can
be a help or a hindrance de-
I •
DEAR UPSET: Keep working on Eugene. Tell him that
out of respect to your father's age, the younger man should
give la.
And ask your mother to keep working on your father,
telling him that since HE told his son-la-law never to set foot
In his house again. it's up to him to tell him that be IS
welcome, if indeed be is. And let the bigger man extend his
band first. (I'm betting on your husband. Youth is usually
quicker to forgive.] P. S. My husband Is betting on the old
man. He says year mother will have more influence on her
husband than you have on yours.
DEAR ABBY: Please don't think I am stupid, but do you
know of anyone who can contact the dead?
I recently lost my beloved husband and I sometimes feel
his "presence" near me so strongly that I know I could
communicate with him if I knew how
I have heard that there are "mediums" who can put the
living in touch with the dead. Do you know any such person?
I am willing to pay to have this done. I'm signing my name
for you, alone. Please don't publish it. Thank you.
FROM KENTUCKY
DEAR FROM: Many have claimed that they can
communicate with the dead, but so far no one has been able
to prove it. Me? I'm from Missouri.
DEAR ABBY In June I met a real cool guy I'll call
"Mac" who said he was on leave from the army, then my
father pointed out that Mac had an awfully long "leave."
Well, it turned out that Mac was AWOL We were pretty
serious about each other by this time so I told him if be
didn't go back and turn himself in I wouldn't ever see him
again.
Mac turned himself in and took his punishment which
wasn't as bad as we thought it'd be as it was his first
offense. Two weeks ago Mac came home and confessed that
be went AWOL again. We had a big fight and I made him go
back. This time they put him in the stockade for a good long
time.
We planned on getting married when he gets out of
service, but now I'm not sure! If it weren't for these black
marts against him in the service he would be a wonderful
guy. What do you think? THINKING IT OVER
DEAR THINKING: First, you'd better wait until your
"real cool guy" gets outof the cooler-out of the service, and
into civilian life. Then take a geed hard second look at him.
And I think you're going to have plenty of time to think it
*Vet.
DEAR ABBY. What is all this nonsense about gentlemen
preferring blondes?
I consider myself a gentleman, and I have never
dated-or had the desire to date--anything but a brunette.
I have spent 58 months out of the last six years in
brunette-land. That is, Viet Nam, Korea, Central and South
America, and I can't wait to get back.to 4orca,.
r woukfirtwalt ;eines the street to meet the most
beautiful blonde or redhead in the world The only women
who are ALL WOMEN are brunettes.
A GENTLEMAN WHO PREFERS BRUNETTES
DEAR GENTLEMAN: You have made the day for many
brunettes. I laelading this .se.]
ed. When families have develop-
ed the habit of spending next
month's income on this month's
living, it is difficult to get on
a sound cash basis. But one
thing the family must do is live
within their income. If the pre-
sent income is not enough to
give us the kind of living we
want, another source of income
must be found or expenses mug
DOES A WOMAN DRESS
FOR OTHER WOMEN OR
MEN? Naturally, a woman will
dress in a manner that is agree-
able to men and admired by
women . . . but actually, she
loves fashion because it is a nat-
ural instinct dating back t o
Eve. There is no doubt, how-
ever, that men prefer women
they are escorting not to wear
theatrical looking makeup and
fashions that are too extreme or
unusual. Subtlety goes a long
way with men. Although there
are a few "sex symbols" that
foster the over-low neckline o:
tight dress . . . in the long run,
well-cut fashions in tastefully
chosen colors, worn for th e
right occasion, gather compli-
ments. - Catherine C Thomp-





GIRLS SPEND WEEKLI2 . . .
Movies, entertainment $ 2.15




personal grooming   4.60
magazines, paperbacks,
records  2.08
jewelry, lotions  1.50
16.85
savings .-„-  2.85
$19.50
- Mrs. Barletta Wrather, 209
Maple Street, Murray, Ky. Tele-
phone 753-1452
• • •
To clean your oven quickly
and easily set a small pan o!
amm :nia in it overnight. Don't
forget to stuff a cloth in the
vent opening - usually under
crie eye of the stove. This wi:1
keep the ammonia fumes inside
the oven where they will soften
the baked on grease, etc. -
Maxine Griffin. Area Ext. A-




William Barnett of Murray
Route Two has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist Hos-
pital, Paducah.
• • •
Fred Butterworth of Murray
Route One, near Stella, is now
recuperating at his home after
having undergone surgery at
the Baptist Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn.
• • •
Simulated grain leathers with
an antique or "cuir saw age"
finish look like genuine leather








- The Faxon Mothers Club wid
have their regular monthly
meeting at 1:30 p.m. at the
school All mothers who sold
the Stanley products please
bring the money to the meet-
ing. All mothers are urged to
come.
• • •
The Flint Baptist Church
WMS will meet at the church
at seven p.m
• • •
The ladies day luncheon will
be served at 12:15 at the Oaks
Country Club. Make reservat-
ions by Monday by calling Er-
ma Tuck 753-4557 or Kathryn
Outland 753-3079. Other hos-
tesses are Myrtle Mae Grogan,
Bernice Wallen, Virginia Jones,
Doris Rose, Reva Shelton, Mil-
dred Collie, Margaret Treys-
than, Fay Sledd, Nell Allbrit-




The Hazel PTA will meet at
the scnool at seven p.m. with
entertainment by the seventh
and eighth grades. Refresh-
ments will be served by moth-
ers of those grades.
• • •
The annual bazaar by the
Creative Arts Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
be held at Littletoo's from nine
AM. to five p.m.
• • •
The Kirksey Baptist Church
Woman's Missionary Society. 
will meet at the church at seven
Instant Rapport
Holly Schmidt_nationater_shakjegAuaciLlacillaid.riaalb"-1811113elatt670r br NIFirric Win as s &etre-her gift for establishinginstant rapport when she visits U. S. Secretary of Health. Educa-tion and Welfare Robert H. Find.. Now in her second term asMDAA's "ambassador," the little girl from Saginaw, Michigan, i•
travelling around the country fp win support for the March AgainstMuscular Dystrophy, now undei. way in this community. The annualdrive raises funds for the massive research sponsored by the Aso).
elation, as well as for the extensive services it makes available topatients and their families.
• • •
The Town and Country Home
makers Club will meet at the
home of Mrs. C. Dale Lemons
at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
The Garden Department oi
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 2:00
p.m. Hostesses will be Mes-
dames Leonard Vaughn, B. J.
Hoffman. A. W Sin:1=0Eu'. Er.
L W. Paschall, and H. E d
Chrisman.
• • •
The Elm Grove Baptist
Church WMS will meet at the
church at 9:30 am to go to the
cottage of Mrs. Mason Thomas
at Pine Bluff Shores for the
Baptist Woman's Day of Pray-
er at ten a.m. A potluck lunch
will be served at noon and the
general meeting will be held
in the afternoon with Mrs. Wal-
ton Fulkerson as the leader
• • •
Friday, November 7
World Community Day, spon-
sored by ;Church Women Unit-
ed, will be observed at the First
United Methodist Church. A co-
vered dish dinner will be serv-
ed in the social hall at 6:30
p.m. The program will begin at
seven p.m. in the Hale Chapel
wile Mrs. C. C. Lowry as the
speaker.
• • •
The Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
a rummage sale at the American




Club met in the home of Mrs.
Hill Adams on Tuesday, Octo-
ber 28, at one o'clock in the
afternoon.
Every member was present
to answer the roll call by a
state or country she should like
to visit. Most answered by say-
ing they would like to see more
of Kentucky.
Mrs. Eddie Billington gave
the devotion and prayer was
led by Mrs. Newel Door's.
Officers for the new year
were elected. No changes were
mad as each one agreed to keep
the office they now hold.
Lessons and leaders for the
new year are as follows:
January: "Glamorous Window
Shades", Mrs Earl Adams and
Mrs. Herman Darnell.
February: "The Ups and
Downs of Wallpaper", Mrs.
Newel Doores and Mrs. Van
Burnett.
March: "Physical Fitness",
Mrs. Eddie Billington and Mrs.
Van Burnett.
April: "Updating The Outside
Of Your Home", Mrs. Noble
Fuqua and Mrs. Hill Adams
May: "Outdoor Living", Mrs
Herman Darnell and Mrs. Earl
Adams.
June: Crafts, Mrs. Noble Fu-
qua and Mrs Herman Darnell.
No lessons in July and Aug-
ust.
Septemoert'Inelshes, Fabrics
and Fibers", Mrs. Van Burnett
and Mrs. Newel Doores.
October: "Home C-are of the









The Senior Citizens Club will
have a potluck luncheon at the
Community Center, Ellis Drive,
at Doan. Hostesses will be Mrs.
Birdie Parker, Mrs. Lela Shack-
elford, and Mrs. Martha Golden.
• • •
The University Couples will
play bridge at 7:30 p.m. in the
Student Union cafeteria A cor-
dial invitation is extended to
all and rrepairiallg to weemmesa.
Contact the hostesses, Flo Hend-




A Turkey Shoot will be held
at the Calloway County High
School from nine am. to dark.
sponsored by the Band Boosters
Club. The proceeds will be us--
ed to buy new uniforms for the
band.
• • •
The Faxon Mothers Club will
hold a rummage sale at the
American Legion Hall from sev-
en a.m. to noon.
Sick", Mrs. Eddie Billington
and Mrs. Van Burnett.
November: "Use of Drugs and
Alcohol", Mrs. Earl Adams and
Mrs. Hill Adams.
December: Christmas Party.
The lesson for October was
"Organizing Your Kitchen" and
was given by Mrs. Doores and
Mrs. Burnett. Mrs. Adams was
fortunate to have plenty of stor
age place and everything in its
place.
After the lesson refreshments
were eervtei by the hostess.
The next meeting will be held
on Tuesday. November 18, at
cne p.m. at the home of Mrs.





By United Press International
The new fall/winter hostess
uniform for one airlines includes
a bell bottom pant suit topped
by a gray tunic. Worn alone, the
tunic becomes a stylish mini
accented by knee-length vinyl
boots. The airline, Allegheny,
says it is the first to adopt a pant
suit ensemble as part of official
in-flight fashion.
* C. *
Lou ngewear featured in the
first New York showing by the
Korean Association of Fashion
Design Artists included a
multi-striped ensemble in satin.
Its sleeveless top, showing bare





skirts, pants, sweaters, shirts,
coats and accessories puts the
accent on piped-up stripes,
print-played tweeds, and
hoothory or natural handmade
knits.
* * *
You haven't seen everything
'til you've viewed a trouser suit
of mink and white leather,
accented with a platinum and
diamond chain belt from Cartier.
The mink jacket, trimmed (in
leather, is worn over white
leather trousers with modified
bell bottoms. Diamond flowers
hang from the loops of the chain
belt. A shoulder bag shown with
the outfit snapped closed with a
diamond flower. The strap was
paved with diamonds - but o
course.
Miss Rita Ryan and her
fiance, William Edward Dyk
stra, were the honored guests
at a breakfast held at the home
'of Mr. and Mrs. V. W. Parker
on South Sixteenth Street on
Saturday, November 1, at
thirty o'clocko'clock in the morning.
For the occasion Miss Ryan
chose to wear a pink knit dress
and her mother, Mrs. Charles B
Ryan, wore a gold wool a '
They were both presented
teases' gift corsages of w
carnations tied with pink rib-
bons.
"Bride bingo" was playe
with the prizes being house-
hold necessities. The winners
presented the prizes to the hon-
ored couple.
The tables; were overlaid with
white cloths and were centered
with arrangements of white car-
nations with pink streamers
flanked by white tapers.
Mr. and Mrs. Parker pre-
sented the couple with a sterl-
ing silver tray as a wedding
gift.
Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Charles B Ryan, Dr. and
Mrs. 0. C. Wells, Miss Patricia
Parker, Lorene Greene, Chris-
topher Parker, Miss Kathy Sim-
mons, Bob Mennzies, Miss Me-
lissia Trevathan, Miss Barbara






(UPI) - Frozen foods can aid
the harried housewife in
preparing quick meals and in
entertaining.
Mrs. Ruth J. Buck, extension
foods and nutrition -specialist at
the Pennsylvania State
University, suggests that
shoppers plan shopping and
prepare and buy the foods
carefully.
Mrs. Buck cautions that
freezing does not improve the
quality of any food. It will not
destroy organisms that bring
about food spoilage, but will
inhibit the growth of such
organisms.
Mrs. Buck also reminds
homemakers that most frozen
products are best if used with'h
the recommended period
storage time for the speciff
food.
Low temperature is the k110
to high-quality frozen food.
Temperature in the freezer
should be at zero or lower to
prevent loss of nutritive value,
flavor, color and texture during
storage.
* * *
John B. Martin, U.S.
Commissioner on Aging, has
recommended a federally
assisted method similar to the
school lunch program to feed
the 10 million or more aged who
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WE DO THEM ALL
4lubbs c*tutlia
223 South 13th Street





































































































8 OZ. CAN EA.
WE NEVER CLOSE
NEleSTIORE HOURS
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
1 DAYS A WEEK





SWISS STEAK LE3' 89C
OUNTRY-FRY STEAK LB. 88c
uki*EiPAST 990
--PSIN,ROAST   LB. 79BACONI LB. PKG. 690
u1
CHOICE
74. PORK LOIN LB. 680
§1AEILicNI:ii PEAS  17 OZ. SiCANS
ALUMINIUM FOIL 18 IN. EA' 49CBY








3 LB. BAG. 25t
GIANT 56 SIZE
APPLES 2 FOR 29t




EDNEsDAN --- NOVEMBER 5_ Mk
Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Get
1% Cash Refund For Your















GRAPE DRINK HI 3 4C6A0N . $1.00
GIANT SIZE
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With The Narcotic Addict
Treating and rehabilitating
narcotic addicts successfully has
been harniiered by the fact that
the addict was foten treated in
a hospital far from his home
community
Usually also, he was not ad-
equately followed up and help-
ed with his problem after re-
lease from the hospital.
Means for overcoming these
and other deficiencies are pro-
vided in the Narcotic Addict
Eteihabilitation Act of 1966 —
known as NARA.
Congress established a new
sational policy through NARA.
It eal.ls for the treatment of
sarcotic addicts rather than
irately prosecuting them under
..sriminal statutes.
For the first time, Federal
Law provides that narcotic ad-
dicts may apply for treatment
in lieu of prosecution for cer-
tain crimes and that addicts not
charged with a criminal offense
may also be committeed to the
Public Health Service for treat-
ment and rehabilitation.
NARA thus set in motion a
new nationwide program for
the supervised treatment and
rehabilitation — an aftercare
program of three years' dura-
tion—of addicts in the commun-
ity.
The National Institute of
Mental Health, Division of Nar-
cotic Addiction and Drug Abuse
is responsible for the examina-
tion and treatment of patients
committed under provisions of
NARA.
How is it working? A look at
five "case histories" suggests
that the program is off to a
good start.
Robert J. started using barbi-
turates in reform school when
he was 15. At nineteen, he was
a high school dropout— and
heroin addict.
Jose H. is 32. He started us-
ing heroin at 15 and has been
using it intermittently ever
since.
John P. has been an addict
since he was 19. Now 213, he
found his "habit" costing him
135 a day at the peak of his
addiction; and he stole checks
to support his addiction.
Bill M. is 30 years old and
has a 10-year history of drug
abuse. Once he was sent to jail
to "kick the habit" Marty
jailing him didn't work.
Another heroin addict, P. R.,
had been stealing $25-30 daily
to pay for the drug'. His farotiy,
consisting of his wife and three
children, had broken up.
Before NARA, there would
have been little hope for the
rehabilitation of any of these
five individuals. Typically, they
would have remained hooked
on hard narcotics, stolen more
and more to pay for their
chugs, been *led repeatedly.
Likely, they would have been
dead within a few years from
an overdose of drugs, which
happens frequently among nar-
cotics victims.
Moreover, the eve, it is es-
timated, would have stolen $82,
800 in cash or merchandise to
support their habits since the
time they entered the NARA
program.
Now, each of them has been
free of drugs since at least
May 1968. Two of them have
been rid of their habits since
the fall of 1967. All are either
gainfully employed or receiv-
ing training; and one is attend-
ing college part-time.
Among the first to receive
treatment under NARA, they
were given six months of inten-
sive inpatient treatment at an
NIXIE clinical research center.
On diech.arge, they went into
intensive inpatient treatment at
an NIMII clinical research cent-
er. On discharge, they went into
oitensive rehabilitation pro-
grams established in their home
sommunities. Local agencies
were contracted with by NEMB
to provide the services.
Currently, 58 such programs
have been set up in 55 U. S.
cities in 37 states. More are
being added almost daily.
Now enrolled in the total
program are 268 patients.
Kansas City quarterback Len
Dawson is one of the few play-
ers to qualify for a pension in
both the National and American
Football Leagues.
ace
Norway has been Winter
Olympic champions five times.
▪ * *
The Astrodome in Houston,
Tex., has a seating capacity of
44,500.
* * *
In 1968 Dennis McLain of
the Detroit Tigers became the
fret pieplier in 34 years to win
30 games in the major leagues.
NO LULL IN MEDICAL EVACUATION - There is a lull in the
fighting in Vietnam, but medical evacuation helicopters are
being kept busy. Here is an injured civilian being airlifted
to a hospital at Chu Lai, South Vietnam.
THE LEDGER & TIMES
-$
BASIC TRAINING, you could call it, as Lt. Andy Pinariu 01
El Paso, Tex., gets in shape to come home from South Viet-
nam. He's atop a reinforced mortar emplacement north of




Atlanta, Ga. — "Homes for
Birds", a Bureau of Sport Fish-
eries and Wildlife booklet for
backyard conservationists and
birders who wish to construct
practical Dird houses, is now
available through the Superin-
tendent of Documents, U.S. Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Wash-
ington, D. C., 20402, for 20
cents a copy, it was announced
by C. Edward Carlson, Regional
Director for this agency's At-
lanta office.
The selection of bird banes
illustrated should satisfy the
shims of individual bird en-
thusiasts and allow them to con-
struct these nest boxes with
ease Information is provided
in the booklet for offering nest-
ing birds maximum protection
from predators and for carrying
out proper sanitation practices
such as cleaning the bons b•-
4treersebeciods ' _
"Homes for Birds" contains
an assortment of useful infor-
mation One section devoted to
types of birds attracted to var-
ious backyard environments pro-
vides flexibility in the choice
of birds to attract. Those inter-
ested in obtaining the book
should order it by its title,






aviator's rights has just fired
a verbal broadside at Time
Magazine.
Commissioner Robert W
Moore of the Kentucky Depart-
ment of Aeronautics, a much-
decorated ace during World
War ll in the Pacific, has taken
the weekly news magazine to
task for its "journalistic irre-
sponsibility," in crediting a stu-
dent pilot on a solo training
flight with causing a recent ma-
jor air disaster.
The Sept. 19 edition of Time
carried a story which stated s
"single engine Piper Cherokee,
piloted by a plumber on a solo
training flight, lopped off the
tail section of an Allegheny Air-
lines DC-9 as the jetliner head-
ed for a landing at Indianapolis'
Weir Coik Airport." Eighty-
WHAT HATH VW WROUGHT? -Built for an exhibit, a really "air conditioned" vorwaten
I, town for a ride by some youngsters on the beach at Los Angeles. The body is made of





Among the satellite meetings
preceding the 132nd Kentucky
Baptist Convention which will
be held at the Calvary Baptist
Church, Lexington, Kentucky,
November -11-1243, will be the
Kentucky Baptist Pastors' Con-
ference, Monday, November le
beginning at 2:30 p.m. The
theme for the afternoon and
evening meeting will be "The
Living Christ." John Dunaway,
president of the Pastors' Con-
ference, announced that two
out-of-state inspirational speak-
ers will headline the program
Baptist pastor Roy 0. McLaia
of Atlanta, Georgia, author and
former speaker for the South-
ern Baptist Convention Baptist
Hour, and the former presideet-
of the Southern Baptist Conven-
tion and pastor of the First
Baptist Church of Nashville,
Fenn., H. Franklin Paschall.
Two messages by Kentucky pas-
tors, Wayne Dehoney, pastor of
Walnut Street Baptist Church,
Louisville, Ky. and Glenn Sulli-
van, pastor First Baptist Church,
Russellville, Ky.
Two other satellite meetings
will be meeting prior to the
Kentucky Baptist Convention.
lhe Kentucky Baptist Music
Conference begins at 2:30 p.m.
Monday, November 10 at the
Rosemont Baptist Church, Lex-
ington, Ky.; and the Kentucky
Baptist Religious Education
Conference will be held in the
College House of the Calvary
Baptist Church beginn;ng at
1:00 p.m. November 10.
three persons were killed in the
(rash, including the private pi-
lot.
The story went on to cite eta-
tics purporting to show that
since all raid-air collisions since
the start of 1968 have involved
at least one private, aircraft,
there is an "urgent need for
better regulation of smaller
craft."
Commissianer Moore lambast-
ed the magazine for prejudging
the private pilot and crediting
him with "lopping off the tail"
of the larger craft before any
official investigation had been
made.
"The past and current prac
tice is to 'hang the blame' onto
the general aviation aircraft
and the private pilot," Moore
wrote. He pointed out "regard-
less of the fact of responsibil-
ity which may be proven later,
the initial blame and adverse
publicity is non-air carrier or-
iented. A statement or retrac-
tion a year or two later does
not help much."
Moore included in his letter
a copy of a National Aviation
Trades Association press re.
lease which maintained that ap.
parently, "the small plane was
hit by thc larger one and cut
in half."
The release quoted NATA
president Frank Kingston
Smith's analysis of the crash
as based on the evidence: "The
preliminary investigation is
that the body of the jet passed
under the light plane but the
high 'T' of the Jet's tail hit the
Cherokee at the left wing root
and cut it in half"
"Let's don't kill the pen
that lays the golden egg and
run general aviation aircraft
out of the sky," Moore went on.
"Celtrery to your article, our




Michigan Wisconsin Pipe Line
Company, which maintains a Pipe
Line District Headquarters on
the outskirts of Murray, has ann-
ounced its employees have been
awarded special recognition and
acclaim by the American Gas
Association and the National Saf-
ety Council for their safe, "on the
job" working practices and for
the excellent driving record they
established during the past year.
Two separate safety - recog-
nition awards were accepted in
behalf of the Company, by J. A.
Moore, manager of safety and
security, at the 21st Annual Acc-
ident Prevention Conference sp-
onsored by AGA in Kansas City
Missouri.
The first award presented was
recognition for safe driving, in
accordance with National Fleet
Safety Contest rules and regula-
tions. The contest is jointly sp-
onsored by the American Gas
Association and the National Saf-
ety Council, This was the fourth
consecutive year that the Com-
pany had won the First Place
Award in the National Fleet Saf-
ety Contest, competing with other
natural gas transmission com-
panies of comparable size.
It was a remarkable achieve-
ment in defensive driving as
Michigan Wisconsin's 310 driv-
ers of Company-owned vehicles
drove a total of 7.8 million miles
during the past 12-month qualify-
ing period and incurred only 14
reportable accidents to attain the
1.93 accident record for each
million miles driven. This rec-
ord low compares to the rate
of 3.33 accidents for the natural
gas industry company-fleet which
placed second in the National
Safe Driving Contest. It compar-
es eveo more favorably with
the average accident rate of 4.90
established by all company-own-
ed fleets in the industry-wide
contest.
The second award presented
to Michigan Wisconsin at the
safety conference was a plaque
given in recognition of the reduc-
tion of frequency of accidents.
To qualify for this award, a
company must reduce its person-
al injury accident rate by 25
percent or more, compared to
the year prior. This rate is,
cornputed on the another- of eds.'
ployee injuries experienced wi-
thin each million man hours-wo-
rked. In this respect, during
the past year, Michigan Wiscon-
sin employees reduced their in-
jury rate over the previous year
by more than 68 percent, dropp-
ing from 2.99 accidents to 1.45
accidents per million man hours
worked.
In announcing these safety ac-
hievements, James J. Trebilcott,
Senior Vice President, Opera-
tions from Company headquar-
ters in Detroit, Michigan said:
"Michigan Wisconsin is proud
of its personnel and the safety
honors they have attained through
daily observance of safe working
habits. Since Michigan Wisconsin
Pipe Line Company began its
first day of operation nearly 20
years ago, safety and reliability
have always been two standard
components of its daily opera-
tions. Thus it is rewarding to
receive these coveted awards,
giving recognition to the pro-
gress made by our personnel
In their constant effort to im-
prove their safety environment."
skies are not dangerous. We
cannot solve anything by re-
strictive measures or a nega-
tive approach," he wrote.
He also called attention to
recint investigations of three
similar accidents which were
initially blamed on the private
aircraft involved.
"All of the collisions occurr-
ed after the air carrier aircraft
was given notice of a radar
'target' flying directly ahead of
the airliner," Moore said "The
National Transportation Safety
board found in each instance
the primary blame for the mid-
air collision to be that of the
air carrier aircraft."
For better clinics
NEW YORK (UPI) —
If the modern hospital is to
keep pace with teommunity
needs it must create a concept
of "individual outpatient ser-
vice," according to Monsignor
James H. Fitzpatrick, president
of ,the Catholic Medical Center
of Brooklyn and Queens.
Long lines of clinic patients
who must wait sometimes for
hours before seeing a doctor are
"incompatiable with a hospital's
obligation to the presenation
of human dignity," May;
Fitzpatrick e7aid7—"'
"Even though the quality of
care available in many, clinics
is equal to or better than that
received. by private patients, thi
manner in w'hich it is delivered
must be upgraded," he said.
WEDNESDAY — NO‘'EMBER 5. 1969
J. A. Moore, Michigan Wisconsin's Manager of Safety
and Security, accspts the A. G. A. Accidont Prevention
Award in behalf of the Company from G. J. TankorsloY,
President of East Ohio Gas Company.
Ubiquitous Coniputer
WEST CARROLLTON, Ohio
(UPI) — A new machine at
1(imberii-Clark Corporation's
business papers plant here makes
the paper on which computers
print information. Because each
roll of the special paper must
meet exacting standards of qua-
lity- and uniformity, the ma-
chine's several dozen separate
functions are controlled by —
what else? -- a computer.
41114,•[PTIC
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YSTAD, Sweden (UPI) —
Pensioners at a home for old
people in Yllsjoe, southern Swe-
den, have appealed to authorities
tor a 30 per cent reduction in
the price of hard liquor, saying
a snort now and them makes
them feel as good as medicine
they take. Teetotaling pension-
ers are opposing the petition.
Sorry, can't help
TULSA, Okla. (UPI) — Tulsa
police aren't planning to do any-
thing about' the note found a.
mong a stack of truck tags that
read: "Help, I'm being held
prisoner."
The license tag pffice said




NEW YORK (CPI) --
The average recruit entering the
armed forces requires eight to
nine hours of dental treatme






TOKYO (UPI) — The
11itsukoshi department store in
the center of Tokyo built a
waterfall on its roof garden to
attract city dwellers seeking a
cool summer scene. The water-
fall, 32 feet high, was designed
to resemble Japan's three lar-
gest waterfalls.
* * *
Senior in junior college
DEER CREEK, Okla. (UPI)—
.Eniil Dester had the photogra-
phy bug for four years beton
he finally enrolled in a North-
eastern Junior College course at
Tonkawa, Okla.
[)ester, 78, explained he be-
came interested in photograp,h)
while in Arizona as a volunteer
to help build a church.
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By RICK DU BROW
HOLLYWOOD (UP I) —
Numerous programs of special
note are on tap for television
watchers in the next few weeks.
Wednesday, for instance,
ABC-TV will offer the memora-
ble movie, "A Man and A
)Woman," starring Anouk Aimee
in the tale of a widow and a
widower who meet at their
children's boarding school.
The same night, Frank
Sinatra has another of his
musical hours on CBS-TV.
Thursday, Bob Hope will
appear in a 90-minute NBC-TV
remake of the Jerome Kern-
Otto Hartech musical, "Rober-
ta," which helped launch the
comedian's career in the 1930s
In New York.
On Saturday, NBC-TV's mo-
vie slot offers an intruiging
two-hour original work by Rod
Serling, "Night Gallery," a
dramatic trilogy in which each
story concerns a painting "and
persons driven to tragedy by
green and guilt." The cast
includes Joan Crawford, Roddy
McDowall, Ossie Davis, Sam
Jaffee and Tom Bosley.
Presents Another Movie
Sunday, meanwhile, ABC-TV
presents another worthy movie,
"The Spy Who Came In From
the Cold," starring Richard
Burton.
The same night, NBC-TV has
a musical hour entitled "An
Evening With Julie Anctrews
and Harry Belaionte," pro-
duced by Gower Champion.
Also Sunday, Prince Philip,
Queen Elizabeth's husband, is
the guest for the 22nd
anniversary program of NBC-
TV's "Meet the Press."
Next Monday morning, the
National Educational, Television
network offers the debut of
"Sesame Street," a daily one-
hour color series for preschool
children from three to five
years old.
And next Monday night, Carol
Burnett has a rather high-
powered guest lineup for her
CBS-TV series— Bing Crosby,
Ella Fitzgerald and the comedy
team of Dan Rowan and Dick
Martin.
NBC-TV Animated Special
On Nov. 12, NBC-TV presents
a half-hour animated special
based on characters from Bill
Cosby's monologues. Title:
"Hey, Hey, Hey—It's Fat
Albert."
The same evening, on the
same network, Johnny Carson
has a comedy hour that
includes George C. Scott and
Maureen Stapleton.
On Nov. 15, there's a Billy
Wilder movie on NBC-TV: "The
Fortune Cookie," starring Wal-
ter Matthau and Jack Lemmon
in a serious-comic story that won
four Oscar nominations.
And Nov. 17 NBC-TV has
another fine movie, "Madigan,"
a cops-and-robbers tale with
Richard Widmark, Henry Fon-
da and Inger Stevens.
On Nov. 14, of course, the
commercial networks will pre-
sent the greatest show of them
all— the scheduled launching of
the second manned flight to the
moon, the journey of Apollo 12.
Live coverage of two moon




John Wayne began his 201st
motion picture in Durango,
Mexico, as the star of "Chisum,"
playing the largest cattle owner
m the world.
The warm greeting of
your Welcome Wagon
hostess with "The Most
Famous Basket in the
World" will introduce
you to our community
and start you on the
way toward new and
lasting friendships.






























EASY MONDAY Coffee Creamer
$ 00 Lama 16-01. 59c
 kla FAVORITES






WEDNESDAY — NOVEMBER 5. 1969
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POT PIES FirdE"NDCiiht OfiNGE JUICE
g Fr sty Acres - 4-0z can
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FISH   STEAKS 
21b.. 890
1 Doe in Bag 29'
Fancy Rsd
TOKAY GRAPES  lb 15°
Fresh Yellow
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White or Pink Florida
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3 EARS 25°
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SEEKING PEACE 1N LEBANON—Seeking to end the fighting
between Lebanese troops and the Al Fatah Arab guerrilla
organization. Egyptian President Abdel Gamal Nasser
right) meets with Yassir Arafat, chairman of the Al
Fatah, in Cairo. Cablephoto
ROME "DETOUR" OVER—Back in New York, Capt. Donald J.
Cook, the TWA pilot forced by hijacker Raffaele Minichiello
to fly from Los Angeles to Rome, gives stewardess Tracey
Coleman, 21, a kiss of congratulations for her staunchness.
Murray Loan Co.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
MM. Main Street - Phone 7534621 '
COLLEGE CLEANERS
1411 01h^e Blvd.
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Truly Pine Cleaning Phone 763-3152
* Executive Shirt Service *.
Carter Caves State Resort Park
-400 Years Ago
"This is the most beautiful
country," said George Wolfford,
Eastern Kentucky newspaper-
man, during the recent ground-
breaking ceremony by Gov. Lou-
ie B. Nunn at Carter Caves State
Resort Park near Olive Hill.
"The park is lovely, but so is
this whole area. I think part of
its beauty to me is because my
forbears lived here."
It was an October Monday and
intermittent clouds vied with aut-
umn sunshine to wrap gold and
grey scarves around the land-
scape as Wolfford recounted
a 100-year-old story he wrote
last Julyjor the Ashland Daily
Independent.
Wolfford is a grandson of the
late Judge George Wolfford who
for years presided over circuit
court in Carter, Elliott and Mor-
gan Counties. He recalled his
teenage years when as a guide
in Saltpetre Cave in the resort
park he had seen names on the
cave walls, some printed in Old
English lettering.
Youngsters, and sometimes
oldsters, take great pains to
carve their names on rocks and
tree trunks, not for the present
but as a bit of immortality, and
when R. R. Peebles, Jr. on July
17, 1869 used a "smoke" device
to record his name on the cave
wall he might have wondered
I.! a hundred years later it might
still be there. . . and would
anyone see it.... and would he
stop to wonder. •
Woliford saw the name, won-
dered about it and the others
smoked on the wall and did some
research. In Portsmouth, Ohio, I..
he found that Peebles and 34
others had gone on an excur-
sion to the caves areas as re-
corded in the Portsmouth Times
of 1869.
Among other names on the wall
—plainly legible-are those ofJ.G.
Peebles, Mrs. M. Peebles, Rev,
E. Burr, Mrs. H. G. Burr, L. E.
Miller, Dr. E. P. Pratt, L. C.
Damarin, 0. T. Kehoe, Wm. Ste.
wart, and Fannie Dugan, who
lager was to have a riverboat
named for her.
A trip through one of the caves
could have a certain mystery
Pr•G( PI .
An amazing new ingredient
now comes in this familiar package.
It's called a longer-lasting engine,
Longer lasting than what?
Longer lasting than our old engine,
which in 'case you didn't know, was
one of the toughest engines around.
The new version is more powerful.
(Top speed. 81 mph vs. 78 mph.)
It has better acceleration:
And most important, it weighs the
some as the oj4er,verson. So it
doesn't hove t rk as hard to get
you where yo re going.
But the generation gap ends there.
The new engine will still give you o
good 26 miles to a gallon of gas.
It still takes pints of oil instead of
quarts.
It still abstains from antifreeze.
(Because it's still air-cooled.)
And it's still conveniently located
in the rear for better traction in mud
and snow.
Yes, all the things that made cfp
old package a hit last year ore ba
•again this year.
Including our old package.
CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN





as one pacsageway leads to an
opening, clearly an exit or en-
trance at some time past but now
closed, prisonlike, with iron
bars.
Looking between the bars one
can see across a deep hollow to
large trees, It was learned that
a swinging bridge once spanned
the ravine and in 1945 with 15
people from a Huntington, W. Va.
Sunday school excursion on it,
broke from the trees and fell
into the deep gully. Two per-
sons were seriously injured. The
bridge was never rebuilt.
Carter Caves Resort Park is
in Indian country and numerous
legends persist including that of
the beautiful maid who fell to
her death from Lover's Leap.
Her body was discovered by her
sweetheart as he walked along a
forest path near the bottom of
the cliff, and it is said he buried
her Inside one of the caves,
More than 900 acres of the
land within this interesting park
was given to the State by the
Carter Caves Company when the
caves entered the parks system
in 1946. Caveland Lodge was dedi-
cated in 1962, and in 1968 was the
seventh State Resort Park lodge
to begin operation the year arou-
nd.
When Gov. Nunn, who was
introduced at theOctober ground-
breaking by Parks Commission-
er Robert E. Gable, said he hop-
ed to return a year later to help
dedicate the new wing to Cave.
Land Lodge, he was voicing a hopc
that Kentuckians and out-of-stat-
ers would take advantage of off-
season facilities to enjoy avtstt
during the "silent" days when
Peaceful, tranquil hours are
broken only by the sounds of
birds and chirps of small anima-
ls.
NUCLEAR TEST
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (UPI)— An
underground nuclear test of
low-intermediate yield will .be
conducted Wednesday at the
Nevada test site, according to
the Atomic Energy Commis-
sion.
A device in the low-
Intermediate range is equi-
valent to from 20 to 200 kilotons
of TN T.
* * *
The 11 rather Bureau has used
names to identify hurri-
canes in the Atlantic, Caribbean
and Gulf of Mexico since 195:1.
NEW EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Col,
William V. Koch, a veteran
Army information officer, has
been named editor-In-chief of
Pacific Stars and Stripes. Koch,
42 and a native of Bridgeport,
Ky., is a master parachutist
who served two tours of duty in
Vietnam, He succeeds Col.
Peter Sweers. The post had
been expected to let go Col.
James W. Campbell before a
dispute last month in which
Campbell accused the Pacific
Stars and Stripes of using
slanted news that made it
known as the "Hanoi Herald."
* * *
Wing muscles of some female
mosquitoes equal 35 per cent
of their total body weight:




Pierre Elliott Trudeau will
confer with U.N. Secretary
General Thant Nov. 11 in New
York, a U.N. spokesman said




from 48 hours of heavy rain
Inundated the airport of the
coastal city of Sfax and forced
an end to an airlift of supplies
Costly 1968 Fires
NEW l'ORK — Eight fires
with insured losses user S3
inillioti eath ticturred in the
United States in 19614. reports
the Ittottrittice Information In-
stitute. The most' «lady %vas a
SI2 million fire insoking chem.
icals I,. Taft.
to the isolated city, the
Tunisian government said to-
day. More than 500 persons
have died and 100,000 are
homeless in weeks of flooding
in Tunisia,
. . . FOR VARIETY!
Monday through Friday
9:00 AM Mike Douglas
. . . FOR COMEDY!
Monday through Friday
3:30 PM Gilligan's Island
. . . FOR MOVIES!
Today, 4:00 PM THE BIG SHOW
"The Perfect Furlough" lc/ Tony Curtis, Janet Leigh
Thursday, 4:00 PM THE BIG SHOW
"Crack In The World" (c) Dana Andrews, Janette Scott
105 AND 
. .bike through downtown Aledo. Ill. He uses hisrides his 
bicycle to deliver, vegetable # which he raises every year,
and also cares for a large yard, fruit trees and a rt7.11.'
berpy- pa-tehc-Fie-nrew4- hi-  -rnarrted-nr- .
. and have made thrshome in Aledo ever since.
FOR NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS!

















THE "OUTER SPACEMEN" WILL 7
INVADE CRARTREE CORNERS AT
NIGHT. OUR OBSERVERS, STATIONED
AROUND THE TOWN, WILL RECORD















I WAS EATING A STICKY
LOLLIPOP WHILE I WAS
GETTING A HAIRCUT

















by R. Van Buren
AND REMAi NI EXACTLY. AND ALL
AS OUR PHONE AND RADIO
GUESTS 7 COMMUNICATIONS
WILL BE
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GRADE AWIENERS CAN HAMS FRYERS
69C 2. 49C 5. 4.98 LB 29C
BEEF•••••• TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN
SWIFTS PREMIUM PROTEN
SIRLOIN SHORT RIBS SAUSAGESTEAK 690 I LB.SWIFTS PREMIUM





MORRELL SNACK RED CROSS
Germam ChocolateLUNCH 4ciz 2/89t SPAGETTI
5R
MEAT FLAVOR KIST MACARONICRACKER 
/ 
gml"I! 33




















ORANGE JUICE 6 Oz.  2/39


















































OIL BUSH ARMOUR VERI-BEST PRIDE OF ILLINOIS AMERICAN BEAUTY CHEF With Cheese CLOVERLEAF
CRISCO CHERRIES CHEESE ASPARAGUS CATSUP PIZZA MILK




BUSH RD SCOTT SUNFLOWER BUSH MAXWELL HOUSE DETERGENTE
BEAK _ TOWELS MEAL RAINEY COFFEE DRIVE
Ic3A°N° 3/21 2R0,3R 5Lt3 49 2/35 La 75c Gt I 
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Softly Shaped
ARTIST'S SMOCK jacket tops off a softly shaped crepe
jumpsuit. Levino does it in mushroom and pink with
an empire waist, full trousers, a softly tied scarf sash.
Hearings Are Set
On Pollution
FRANKFORT, Ky., - The Ken-
tucky Air Pollution Control Co-
mmission will hold two public
hearings in December to COD.
sider a proposed regulation for
ambient air quality standards.
The proposed legislation would
set new maximum limits for
pollutant concentrations.
The hearings will be held Tu-
esday, Dec. 2, at the Riverfront
Holiday Inn, Covington, and Wed-
nesday Dec. 3, in the Kentucky
Department of Health Auditor-
RIVISIt;HEDIEWSIX- Tv
Channel 4 Channel s ['tunnel Ji
WEDNES.)AY EVENING PROGRAMS
x-6 p.m., Ch. 4 When the news happens, you hear it FIRST
from the PROFESSIONALS - JUD COLLINS, AL VOECK
S,
BOB OLSEN, and PAUL EELLS. 
:0111 News: Willy; SoN. News ion, Neos Wthr ; Sots.
0 30 The Virginian The Glen Carnotkell The Flying Nun
.1 .00 The Virginian GO011tirn• HOur Ctshio of 
icicle's Fathe
• 30 The Virelnian The Beverly holibiilies Brom ?II 
x-8 p.m., Ch. 4 New York Mets' pitcher TOM SEA VER
Is special guest, with EDDIE ARNOLD, JUDY CARNE,
the LETTERMEN. and BROWNING BRYANT. 
e :00 The Music Hall Frank Sinatra Soe ial Movie'
0 ,30 The Music Hall Frank Sinatra Stse-,a1 'A Man 
Cculd Gel
x-9 p.m., Ch. 4 A small-town motorcyclist believes his
wife is attracted to BRONSON, and challenges him to a




News *thr • Sre,'S News: **or.; &Poets
The Mery Griffin Show Movie:
II, .,:: I.= Show The Mery Griffin Snow "A Men And A
Show The Mery Griffin how Wornan-
1 II API The Untouchables 
Mande
‘,.. :311 The Untouchables  The Rev 
Bishop Shov,
I 1; 
The Joey Ballots Show
• heJoe! Bishos• Sho
w
THURSDAY MORNING PRGGRAMS 
5 1 Worst.*  Country Journal
At 1111 14A0enifOi Show ,r.S Neon
0 :30 Morninis Shag  Jake Hess Gosantl SIsewMcHales' Navy
Cruntry Junction Bozo Show
June-Con, Wthr dot° Show
T-
x-Paid advertisement
7 t Tcoicidz! Wine
8 ,(10 Today: Wild 
)0 Today  :witain Kangaroo
Cacitnin WIStO141,00 Boni Show
Sore Show 
S
3, ,30 Concentration The Mike Douglas ShowH
ili aildli= Saida :00 It 
Takes Two The Mike Douglas Show Lucy
10 011
0
1.,4alio,,tf.::* i.t.ntt.;;:t Andy.", 0u:eyesore " 1142:: Moor; S;Ti.,:(v
.s.
:110 inwards, Where the Heart Is Bowl/cited




 :OS The Noon ShOW Newt Sina,no Cm., Dream HCIJSO
AL :3111 The Noon Show As The world Tvrns Let's Make • 
Deal
1 11 Mrs 
Doctor.
otc 0 u t I J..* Warty Solendored Thing The Newlywed en.".
The Gustbno t ,eht The Dating Game
Z. :0 Another World 
Secret Storm General 'Soigne!
:31I arlyht Premises The  Edo. of Went On.
 Life To Live 
2 :IS Loners to filugh-InGainser Pros. USPAC Da-k
 Shadows
ae ill To Tell  the TrutriGillieen's Island 
 Flipper
:110 Beal the flea Movie:
:311 lelh *Vent,*  Sant,
The Deserts
"trio& In I Love Luc,/ 
the World" ABC Evening News
CBS evening News
EVENING PROGRAMS 
News, *nu Sowts News: Wthr Sots
Family Afton Ghost end Mrs Mu
.,
Dick Van Dyke Show
Setecloof APO t The JimTigtiors 
Hour That Girl
/ :311 IMO Hopeli TN. Ant Nabors HOW 
 111PV•ItChtd
a AO WW1&
Cll :31 netiorte" *Wean,  For Texas" 1:::: 
I: Torn 
Jones
:11/0 Doan Worths Show Wavle , It T
akes A Thiel
7 :341 Della  Marlin Show Movie 
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as 00 Nee, *SW SOWN News. Way
 • Sone..
110 ,30 nut roeirott %hew IN Mary 0,:tritn Sttewasen
son Outdoors; ttloyie
1 I Et:
 Thu. = 11* Mery Grit', Shoes 'Wide Crie
s"
'he Mery Gr,flin Show Movie
12 1 The ol,r,(0:;::t.," The Jew WOW !be/.
Movie •
The Joey Bishop Show
The leer Illshoo Shen
By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
THE FALL fashion story is one of the long and the
soft, for that's the way lines are going, and it's a way
that's vastly flattering to women.
Levin°, the talented young designer for Laurence Gross,
likes the long look. He believes in ankle length coats and
dresses for day. for any time at all. They have a great
look and what's more, he points out, the practical virtue
of keeping a lady cozy warm. The long line is also an
extremely becoming one. It slims the silhouette and has
a romantic swish to it.
There's a softness to Levino's clothes. He uses supple
fabrics and employs rounded collars, raglan sleeves,
circle seaming and shirring. Pictured here are some of
his new fashions for fall.
Epilepsy Month Is
Proclaimed By Nunn
Gov. Louie B. Nunn has de-
clared the month of November
"Et:liner:my Month" in Kentucky.
"Discriminatory practices and
attitudes often handicap per-
sons with epilepsy more than
the disorder itself," Governor
Nunn says in the proclamation.
"The educational program of
the Epilepsia Inc., under the
kuiiianee of their parent organ
ization, Epilepsy Foundation of
America, seeks to increase gen
eral understanding of the dis-
order thereby vanquishing the
superstitions that plague per-
sons with epilepsy."
All Kentuckians are urged to
"become better acquainted with
the general facts about epilep-





FRANKFORT, - The special
off-season $44 Package Vaca-
tion Plan, offered last year for
the first time at Kentucky State
Resort Parks, is apparently
catching on in a big way.
Commissioner Robert E. Ga-
ble of the Kentucky Department
of Parks announced today the
actual count of park guests us-
ing the package plan for the 4
week period ending this week
exceed the total for the entire
23 week off-season period in
198&69!
Gable said, "I am delighted
to report there have been 663
adults and 22 children who have
taken advantage of our special
vacation bargain so far this year
as compered 'with a tote] of 658
adults and 8 children for all of
last fail and winter. I think this
Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
CLEVELAND - Mayor Carl B. Stokes , who won re-ele.tion
ruesday night, In a statement at his headquarters:
"Black people and white people
' 
Catholic and Protestant,
tian and Jew, everybody had a part in this night.
"Many thousands of people voted against me, but that's not only
their right, but it's their duty in a democracy."
NEW YORK - Mayor John V. I.indsay, after a smooth re.
election victory, to his supporters:
"You have delivered a message to Albany and Washington
that they can no longer ignore our cities. and it is a message
that the people in New York City want the war in Vietna
m to
end."
CHICAGO - Colloquy before Judge Julius J. Hoffman between
a prosecutor and "Chicago Eight" defendant Bobby Seale, who
has been insisting he has no legal representation because his
lawyer has been ill since the beginning of the trial:
"Let the record show that Mr. Seale is represented - prosecutor.
"May the record show that I'm a black man too and I'm being
railroaded" - Seale.
"You are making some serious charges" - Hoffman,
WASHINGToN - Sen. John Stennis, D-Miss., reporting oil
result of the Senate-House conference deciding on the final ver-
sion of the defense appropriations bill:
"There is no major weapon that's left out of this bill and none
that's severely restricted. The bone and muscle is still in there."
THE. WORKING GlItl'5 uniform
is a well-tailored wool knit in
. terra cotta, navy or beige. Le-
gii.tes-the ban .neez insiger_
line and defines the easy waist
with a status belt that has its
own loop on which to tie a scarf.
FOR FIRESIDE CHATS, wear a
wool tweed skirt in a mixture
of pink, red, brown and black.
Top it with a softly tailored
man's shirt of sheer wool in a
heavenly pink malt shade with
interesting packet details. A
great look for hwess honors!
indicates a good start in our
efforts to encourage Kentuck-
ians to discover and enjoy the
beauty of our parks during the
cooler months."
The package plan is offered
at seven of the Kentucky State
Resort Parks which are open
the year around. For it per
person, based on double occu-
pancy, the plan includes all
meals and lodging from Sun-
day evenirg dinner through
Thursday luncheon, and is avail-
able each week from October
12, 1969, through March 26,
1970 (Christmas week except-
ed).
For further information or
reservations, call the Parks De-
partment Central Reservations
Office, Frankfort, (502) 223-
2326, or write to Travel, De,





FRANKFORT, Ky., - Qualify-
ing examinations for Insurance
Agents, Solicitors, and Adjuste-
rs, previously given at the Fre.
nkfort office of the Department
of Personnel, will now be given
at the offices of the Department
of insurance in the Old capitol
Annex, Frankfort. This is being
done in an effort to facilitate
the Insurance Department's exa-
mination and licensing program,
The Department of Personnel
will continue to give such ex-
aminations at its regional cen-
ters throughout the State; how-
ever, any applicant may elect
to take his examination at the
Frankfort office of the Depart-
ment of Insurance by appearing
with his copy of the exam noti-
fication.
Frankfort examinations will be
given on any working day beginn-
ing at 8:30 a.m., but no later than
1:30 p.m. (EST).
Should you dcsire additional
Information , pl-Ase contact I.M.
Gray Jr., deputy commissioner,
Administrative Services Divisi-
on, Department of Insurance,
Frankfort.
ALMANAC
By Unived Press International
Today is Wednesday, Nov. 5,
the 309th day of 1969 with 56 to
follow,
The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase.
The morning stars are
Mercury, Venus and Jupiter,
The evening stars are Mars
and Saturn.
On this day in history:
In 1733, German-born publish-
er John Peter Zenger began
printing the newspaper. "The
New York Weekly Journal."
In 1911, Calbrith Rogers
completed the first American
transcontinental flight. It took
him 49 days to fly from New
York City to Pasadena, Calif.
In 1940, ,resident Franklin
Roosevelt was elected to an
unprecedented third term.
In 1955, Austria opened the
reconstructed Vienna Statel
Opera House and formally
celebrated her liberation from
17 years of foreign occupation.
- --
A thought for the day: British
writer William McFee said,
"Responsibility's like a string
that we can see only the middle
of. Both ends are out of sight."
LIFTS BAN
BELFAST, Northern Ireland
(UPI)- The government Mon-
day lifted the ban on weekend
drinking credited with eliminat-
ing Roman Catholic-Protestant
street fighting during the past
three weeks.
The government said it
rescinded the ban on saloon
drinking after 8 p.m. on
weekends because of the
absolute quiet in the city last
weekend.
WILSON TO VISIT
WASHINGTON '(UPI) - Bri-
tish Prime Minister Harold
Wilson is expected to visit
President Nixon Dec. 8 and 9,
according to White House
sources, It would mark the first
time the two leaders have met
in Washington. They have met
twice previously since Nixon




By RICK DU BROW





HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - The
Leslie Uggams series, with
which CBS-TV replaced the
canceled Smothers Brothers
show, is being axed by th
network. •
Miss Uggams and her pro-
gram will leave the air nex
month. In the national ratings
for the week of Oct. 20-26, her
series ranked 65th among 88
shows,
The Uggams series will be
replaced, starting Dec. 21, by
Glen Campbell's musical hour,
which will leave its Wednesday
slot and take over as CBS-TV's
Sunday competition for "Bonan-
za."
The Campbell show finished a
powerful 16th in the ratings,
while NBC-TV's "Bonanza" was
even more potent, coming
second among all programs.
Ironically, the Campbell se-
ries originally was brought to
the airwaves by the Smothers
Brothers organization. Now it is
asked to do what the brothers
did successfully for a whil
before being fired- keep "Bon-
anza" in check.
Campbell's Wednesday nigh
slot, meanwhile, will be tak
over on Dec. 17 by a weekl
one-hour entry called "Hee
Haw," a sort of h.11billy versio
of "Laugh-In." A successful
natings run last summer earn
"Hee Haw" its new regular-
season spot.
CBS-TV, by the way , is also
canceling another series: The
half - hour situation comedy
called "The Good Guys,"
starring Bob Denver and Herb
Edelman,
This has actually been a
rather good slapstick series,
with Denver and Edelman
increasingly pleasant team, Th
show, however, finished 66th in
the latest ratings.
Replacing "The Good Guys,"
beginning on Jan. 30, will be
new half-hour situation corned
starring Tim Conway, for merl
of "McHale's Navy" an
numerous guest appearances
variety shows.
All Monday series on CBS-T
ranked among the top 14
programs, The powerhouse
lineup includes "Gunsmoke"-
which was the most popular
show in the land. It also
includes Lucille Ball (No, 4),
"Mayberry R.F.D." (No. 6),
Carol Burnett (No. 14) and
even the erratic Doris Day
series, which climbed to the
No, 10 spot.
Also of interest was the fac
that the enormously popular
movie "Tom Jones," whiqh won
numerous honors, ranked only
47th. It may be further proo
that what appeals to young
audiences in movie theaters is
not precisely the cup of tea o




HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - No
man has had his fingers more
firmly clamped to the Amer
can pulse in the 20th Centui
than artist Norman Rockwell
who will appear in a television
special featuring his paintings
Nov, 12.
Rockwell in Hollywood is as
out of kilter as Duke Wayne in
a ballet class.
But the 75-year-old painter
appears and thinks young for
his age. His choice of themes
are contemporary, just as were
the 360-plus covers he painted
for the Saturday Evening Post
and the 54 Boy Scout calendars
during the years.
"Most of my work is a
picture of a better day," he
said after leaving NBC-TV to
return to his home in Stock-
bridge, Mass.
"But in those times we swept
many things under the rug;
racial problems, crime, sex,
war and all the rest. Now it's
necessary to paint what is
really happening as I did with
the moon landing."
There is a reverence for
Rockwell's work among mil-
lions of Americans who are
attuned to his understanding of
the better aspects of life in this
country.
Unfortunately, Rockwell is
like many a scatter-brained
genius. He has no idea where
the vast majority of his works
can be found.
His unforgettable originals
are selling' for as much as
$53,000, The largest single
collection is located in a pre,
revolutionary house in Stock-
bridge which is an historical
monumeqt and contains 35
Rockwells.
The artist's first Post cover
appeared in 1916; his last
graced the magazine seven
years ago,
"I did ads by the thousands,"
he admitted, grinning, "and I
would love to destroy them alk-
I also illustrated stories fat
magazines. Now I paint seven
days a week- from exhaustion
to exhaustion to meet dead-
lines,"
Much of Rockwell's best work
was done in Arlington. Vt., dur-
ing a period of 20 years. He
left when a fire burned his studio
and the natives began getting
chummy. After 19 years they
called him Norm.
The popular wet look for the
school set includes popover
warm-up jackets for the boys.
Available in both plain and
striped slick-finish fabrics, the
popovers have knitted cuffs,
collars and bottoms.
THANKS!!
My sincere Thanks to everyone who supported me in the
recent election for Representative. My sincere congratu-






Reelfoot Packing Co.. in conjunction with the Mur-
ray Livestock Co., are offering improved prices
through the Merit System of buying hogs.
4 REELFOOT REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE IN
MURRAY ON MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS AND
FRIDAYS TO ASSIST THE LOCAL BUYERS
The buying power of Reelfoot and the facilities of
Murray Livestock Co. will give the livestock in-
dustry of this area a strong boost. We need your
business and support and invite you to call 753-
5334 for top hog quotations
Prices Paid Today for Top Hogs
























































































































































By Stanley F. `lolles, Ni.
Director , National Institute of
Mental Health
Until recently, most parents
of young people were not espec-
ially concerned with facts about
drug abuse. The use and misuse
of new and ancient mind-altering
eparations were largely matt-
s of medical, pharmaceutical,
and, as regards control, legal
interest.
Any compendium of advice on
"what every parent should know"
might comfortably have excluded
the subject of drugs.
No longer is this so. Today,
our pill-oriented society is al-
armed and confused over the
growing abuse of drugs among
young people.
Waves of shock follow in the
wake of reports of campus-wide
"pot" or marihuana. The word,
"marihuana," has, like it or not,
Infiltrated the Nation's play-
grounds.
The problem is real, not just
a hobgoblin one. Drugs, such as
marihauna, the amphetamines
and barbiturates, LSD, and the
opiates Lparticularly heroin )
have become familiar: pot, spe-
ed, beanies, goofbaUs, junk, acid,
and similar terms in the world
of youth, whose innocence fre-
quently blurs the distinction bet-
ween being turned-on and turned-
off.
As the principal Federal agen-
cy responsible for stimulating
research on drug abuse, the Nat-
ional Institute of Mental Health
is vitally interested in stren-
gthening our arsenal of knowled-
ge and in helping to make the
real facts about drugs, as known
from scientific evidence-rather
than rumor, available to the pub-
lic.
In reading the public, every
member of which has a personal
--need to knoW ralkint-tnind-affe-ci-
ing drugs and their proper and
Improper use newspapers are a
most important medium.
In our current campaign to
develop and carry out, as a
cooperative program with eve-
ryone interested, a nationwide
drug abuse educational program,
the newspapers of America are
playing a key role.
Articles , such as this, and
many other features, editorials
and, of course, the reporting
of news developments of all kinds
are helping a great deal.
Through such means, people
can learn, for example, that the
Institute has recently published
a series of four factual easy-to-
read leaflets on drugs which are
being made available to anyone
who wants them.
These leaflets attempt to answ-
er some of the most frequently
asked questions surrounding the
use of marihatma, LSD, amphet-
amines, barbiturates, and nar-
cotics.
Many of the questions about
drugs that young people may
bring up to their parents will be
found answered in the series.
Being brief, the leaflets cannot
go deeply into all the points
that may be raised by youngster s.
One frequently heard concerns
adult use of alcohol.
"Well, you drink don't you?"
a child may say.
In the first place 
' 
the use of
alcoholic beverages by persons
over 21 is not against the law;
marihuana, LSD, and narcotic
drugs are illegal.
Secondly, the immoderate use
of alcohol — the "abuse" of al-
cohol — does nothing to reco-
mmend this as a means of es-
caping realities or as a way
of life.
Thirdly, the acceptability of
moderate social drinking assum-
es that adults are mature enough
to make mature decisions as to
their behavior. .
Phuiliy,- there - is the Irrefut-





The staff of the .Legislative organization statute was brought
Research Commission has been to the committee's attention.
directed, by the Interim Com-
mittee on State Government, to
study the question of state ho-
lidays. Governor Nunn issued
an executive order a few
months ago slashing the num-
ber of holidays for state offices
from IR-% to IP/. The Governor
said at the time he was "stat-
ing administration policy" and
not attempting to revise stat-
ides.
James T. Fleming, Director
of LRC, told the committee
that Governor Nunn has no
statutory authority to elimin-
ate state holidays as such, but
the Governor can determine
the working days for state em-
ployees.
The confusion as to inter-
pretatiAn of the executive re-
years of personality growth and
development are dangerously in-
appropriate for any chemical me-
ans of confounding reality.
As authorities are well aware,
neither laws nor knowledge of the
medical facts can themselves
bring about the prevention of
drug abuse.
It is not so much the total
phenomenon of the great use
of drugs in America today that
bears investigation. Rather it
Is the misuse and abuse of drugs.
The major harm and thegreat-
est dangers come through the im-
proper taking of drugs, not their
proper utilization.
It is toward understanding of
drugs, particularly the more
powerful mind-Affecting compou-
nds mentioned here, that we are
-campaigning. It is-not to prevent
the appropriate, often vital,
usage of drugs, but only their




PEACE ON EARTH -- Probably no single Christmas card design and message ever has taken
on more importance than the plea for peace and, according to the National Association of
Greeting Card Publishers, this year there is an almost endless choice of Christmas cards
that embody sincere and deeply felt pleas for peace. The association says selecting Christ-
mas cards this year will be more exciting than ever before.
Jerry Rubin Abhie Hoffman
Plohbv ale
Thomas Hayden Rennie Davi%
John Froinen David Dellinger
THE "CHICAGO EIGHT" Here are the "Chicago Eight," on trial as a result of the rioting
mid bloodshed there during the Democratic National Convention in the summer of 1968.
The problem centers on the
type of reorganization requir-
ing legislative confirmation and
the procedure for submission of
executive reorganization orders
issued after the second legisla-
tive session of a Governor's
term The committee delayed
aeti,ri on recommended revision
of the statute
The Legislative committee
has re.ommeaded that the 1970
General A,searibly pass a law to
bring the stale into line with
the federal Monday Holiday Act.
The federal act, which will be
effective Jan. 1, 1971, sets up
ohs(' r% ance of Washingtkn's
Birthday, Memorial Day, Labor
Day, Columbus Day and Vet-
erans Day on Mondays.
Th2 committee also endorsed
constitutional amendment on
the Nev: 4 ballot to provide for
annual sessions of the General
Assembly.
In other action, the commit-
tee set up a special subcommit-
tee to study public information
and promotional publications by
state agencies. Members of the



















and Rep. W. K. Henry, D-
Georgetown
A meeting of the subcommit-
tee has been tentatively set for
Dec. 11-12. The Interim Commit-
tee on State Government will
meet again on 10 a.m., Nov. 10.
Other scheduled interim com-
:nittee meetings are:
Subcommittee on Consumer
Protection. 11 a.m., Nov. 5; Sub-
committee on Persistent Pesti-
cides, 10 a.m., Nov. 5; Spbeom-
mittee on Occupational Respir-
atory Diseases, 10 cm., Nov.
d; Subcommittee on State Debt
Financing, 10 a.tn., Nov. 7; Com-
mittee on Business Organizat-
ions and Professions, 10 cm.,
Nov. 11; Committee on Judie-
Freshly 3 Lb. Pk* Or More
Ground Beef.. Lb  6 94








































iary, 10.30 a.m.. No', 12, Leg-
islative Research Commission,
10 a.m., Nov. 13; Committee on
Agriculture and Natural Re-
sources, /0 am. Nov 14: Com-
mittee on Appropriations and
Revenue, 10 a.m., Nov. 20, and
Legislative Audit Committee,
10 a.m., Nov. 21.
The 1970 Legislature's pre-
session conference will be held
Nov. 30-Dec. 2 at Kentucky
Dam Village State ?ark near
Gilhertsville. Fleming said the
conference will allow new legis-
lators to familiarize themselves
with procedures, new associates
and anticipated legislation. He
said It also gives the eiecutive
and legisladve branches an op-
portunity to discuss probable









A & P FOOD STORESonly It 
Nov.
 8  wqtwo co.4.0. Y. cat su• $1•6$
Jane P
White Bread 3 79
expected to face the General
Assembly
Information and opinions on
matters before the legislative
committees may .be sent to
LRC. Room 301, State Capitol,
Frankfort 40601, Fleming said.
/1.1aliuma State University
was time eighth member of the
lug Fight t:utiferrnee of Mid-
w es ter n iiIIIVerSity athletic
achy ities.
The Lexington Junior League
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Spanish Bar Cake.: 45' 
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9 (VC"} )°(" "1/88/, APPillsbury Better
CAKE I 90, a
MIXES
Do..,Wh'P:nGoZAAS:rSO:Coupon pi We; SY
Without Coupon 430 Each
PAGE TWELVE
TV FOR SIDEWALK SUPERINTENDENTS — Making sure that
sidewalk superintendents get a good view from half a mile
away, the Duke Power Company installed this special closed
circuit Diamond Power TV camera near Greenville. S.C.
Going up is the world's largest nuclear power plant. Struc-
ture beyond, to house steam generators and reactor vessel,





1. Q. I'm close to retiring
and I'd like to know where I
should apply for my social sec-
urity benefits. my next door nei-
ghbor told me to go to the post
office. Is that right?
A. No. The place to apply is
your nearest social security off-
ite.
2. Q. How can I find out which
office is located closest to where
I live?
A. Check your local telephone
directory under the heal-ling,
"U. S. Government." The social
security offices in your area
will be where the nearest office
is. In the less populated areas
of the country, regular sche-
dules of visits by social secu-
rity representatives have been
set up. Your postmaster can tell
you whether any such visits are
scheduled for your area,
3. Q. Suppose I am too sick
to visit a social security office
in person?
A Just call, or write your
social security office to arrange
for a social security represen-
tative to come to your home —
or even to the hospital—if your
illness makes it impossible for
you to go to the social security
office.
4. Q. I will be 65 in a couple
of months and I haven't yet made
up my mind whether I will retire
then, or go on working. If I do
decide to retire, when should I
get in touch with my social seci.
rity office about getting benefits?
A, Whether or not you decide
to retire, pay a visit to your
social security office promptly—
certainly before the beginning
of the month in which your bir-
thday falls. Medicare benefits
are payable at 65, whether or
not you are retired. But in order
to have the coverage of thedoctor
bill insurance start as soon as
you reach 65, you must sign
up during one of the three mon-
ths before the month of your
65th birthday.
5. Q. What papers do I need
to take with me when I go to
the social security office to apply
for my social security retire-
ment benefits?
A, Bring your social security
card (or a record of your num-
ber, if you do not have your
card), also your last Form W-2,
your income tax withholding
statement. If you are self-em-
ployed, bring a copy of your
most recent income tax return.
In addition, you will need some
evidence to prove your age. A
birth or baptismal certificate,
made at the time of your birth
or within 5 years later is the
best evidence. If neither of these
Is available, however, other do-
cuments can be used, generally
the older, the better. If you have
a question about a particular
record, call your social security
office. If your wife will be apply-
ing for social security wife's
benefits at the same time, she
will need a marriage certificate,
as well as evidence of her age.
"Viva O'Rourke"
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
tom :;tern. producer-Mar of
"Heir. Angela '69." in partner-
ship with American Universal
films. will produce -Viva
O'Rourke." an epic of the Nlexi-
can oil firlds Of the 19_20#.
Wall Street
Chatter
NEW YORK (UPI)— Judging
from the past week's trading,
the market is reluctant to
retreat very far, says E.F.
Hutton & co. Marked weakness
in a few issues, even those
which have been trading
favorites, did not spread to the
bulk of the list, odd-lot selling
increased, and strong support
seems to have developed at the
recent resistance area in the
830-840 zone of the Dow Jones
Industrial average, the firm
points out. All in all, the
market gave a good account of
itself "in what could have been
a difficult week."
---
The market, with occasional
relapses, could continue to
"look across the valley" to mid-
1970, by which time business
should be starting to pick up
after a brief and challow
slowdown, Standard S. Poor's
says. The firm says it believes
that "bear market lows have
been left behind and that the
basic trend of prices is now
upward."
---
The market's current consoli-
dation phase reflects investor
uncertainty about Vietnam,
potential labor unrest and the
state of the economy, Alexan-
der Hamilton Institute notes,
The arm suggests that "a
policy of committing surplus
funds to the market in
undervalued qu litty issues
should prove rewarding over
the next six months."
New York is the world's lar-
gest air cargo center, handling
68 per cent of all export-im-
port tonnage by value.
Texas is the only state that
was an independent republic-,
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Salad1  Dressing.T39PuEAF,S NO 2/ CAN 39e#
M PINK
DETERGENT §ANKA FREEZE 2 0z 33cJar
Iglwr 12 OZ CANS 59t PEAS 2













THIS Lovetr. visitor at St.
Thomas. Virgin Islands.
must be about to show you
how the ball. boUnces there.
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ES 4 LB. BAG 39F 
FRESH
Sweet Potatoes
1 COFFEE Folgers Or Maxwell House
39c LB.
With This Coupon And
$5.00 Or More Purchase
Ciggs. & Tobb. Exc.
Void After Nov. 11th. 1
lioHEaDDssted PEANUTS 12 OZ.BAG
50 TREASURE CHEST STAMPS 50
With This Coupon And
The Purchase Of Three
Pounds GROUND BEEF.
Void After Nov. 11th.
39c
50 TREASURE CHEST STAMPS 50
With This Coupon And
The Purchase Of
10 Lb. Bag RED POTATOES.





































































































olyester Cord Runs Smooth and Coo
iberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread




*YOU FOLKS IN TENNESSEE . . It will pay you to *,.4




Corner of Sixth 8. Main Phone 753-5862
***************
Our Selection. of Fine Used Cars*
1.980 FORD Falcon six cylinder.
Good cheap car, $150.00. Phone
753-1439. N-7-C
1969 FORD Cobra. 12,000 actual
miles. Phone 753-2353 sifter
5:00 p. m. N-7-C
1.968 PONTIAC Catalina four-
door hardtop. Dark green with
black vinyl roof, factory sir and
double power. 1987 Camero, V-8
automatic, 327 motor, console
In the floor. Gold with black
vinyl roof, new tires. Cain and
Taylor Gulf Station, Corner of
6th and Main. N-7-C
1967 CHRYSLER New Yorker
with factory air and all power.
1966 Oldsmobile Toronado with
factory air and power. Real
sharp, local oar. Cain and Tay-
lor Gun Station Corner of 8th
and Main. N-7-C
1986 PLYMOUTH four door se-
dan with factory air and power,
tinted glass. Local low mileage
oar. 1966 Buick Skylark two
door hardtop with factory air,
automatic V-8, console in the
floor. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sta-
tion. Corner of 5th and Main.
N-7-C
1965 CHEVROLET Impala four
door sedan with factory air,
power windows and seats, steer-
ing and brakes. Local car. 1965
Buick LaSa.bre four door hard-
top with factory air and power.
Local car. Cain and Taylor Gulf
Station. Corner of 6th and Main.
N-7-C
FOR SALE
VERY make electric carpet
pooer does a better job
ith famous Blue Lustre. West-
nn Auto Store. "Home of the
lshing Well". N-5-C
PIGS, 2 months old, weaned.
753-4418 or see at Euin
izzell Farm 2% miles east of
N4C
LEANINGEST carpet cleaner
u ever used, so easy too. Get
me Lustre. Rent electric sham-
ooer $1. Big K. N-8-C
OUSEHOLD Furniture-Early
can living room suite, ma-
le end tables, wing back swiv-
I chair, fireplace set, oval cof-
ee table, half-bed complete,
odd chests, white bedroom
complete, oak dining room
uite with four chairs, electric
awn mower, two school desks.
hone 753-6868 after five p. m.
N-7-NC
HSTINGHOUSE range in ex-
Merit condition; guaranteed.
hone 753-7557 after 5:00 p. m.
N-8-C
0 BOXER puppies, males,
months. $50.00 each. Also
Flyer train set with
witches and lots of extra track,
.00. Phone 753-3113 after
:00 p. m. N-6-P
INCH TAPPAN gas range,
vacado green. Like new. If in
rested phone 753-9357. N-6-C
0 WEANING PIGS. Phone 753
N-6-C
THER COUCH, hide-a-way,
dinette set with six
re desk and chair, five-
chest, roll-a-way bed.
53-4894. Nfi-C
COATS, sizes 4 to 8. Also
like to buy coats in size
twins. Phone 753-1977.
N-7-C
RAND NEW Anscomatic S/8C
t loading movie camera
r super 8 movies. Never been
. still in box and has one
guarantee, $15-00- Phone
3-8991 after 5:30 p. m. N-7-P
RMICA TOP breakfast set
ith six chairs, also high c_hair.
condition. Phone 753-9286
N-7-C
UITAR for sale. Gibson J-50
t top. Ten years old. Nice.
.00. Phone 753-8124 N-11-C
SED MATTRESS, 54' x 74'.





APARTMENT RANGE, chest of
drawers, Kodac, tables, chairs,
pie safe dressers and numer-
ous items. Dickerson's, 3 miles
north on 641. Phone 753-3218
1TP
PURPLE CARPET, 9%' x 10%',
also curtains and bedspread to
match Almost new. Very rea-
sonable. Phone 753-3064. N-7-C
1966 CHEVROLET Nova station
wagon, V-8, automatic, power
steering. 1965 Ford Falcon, six.
cylinder automatic. Cain
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
6th and Main. N-7:C
1959 OLDS four door hardtop.
Real good mechanically and
sharp, $395.00. 1965 Volkswag-
en. Local car. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
Main. N-74
1965 OIJAMOBILE 88 four
door hardtop with factory air
and double power. Chevrolet
pick-up buck, $295.00. Cala and
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
6th and Main. N-7-C
FORD pick-up truck, $99.00.
1963 Pontiac Bonneville station
wagon with factory air and pow-
er. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sta-
tion. Corner of 0th and Main.
N-7-•C
1962 CHEVROLET four-door
Mr-conditioned. Must sell due
to illness. Call Lamer Farmer
753-2970. N4I-P
NOTICE








Paris, Tenn. 38242 - Phone 642.1230
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
MOTORCYCLE AGENCY Avail-
able: Here's an opportunity for
a sales and mechanically-mind-
ed person who wants to own
and operate his own business
Triumph is the motorcycle thal
has earned the title of "the
world's beet motorcycle". Their
reputation for performance, re-
liability and popularity is en-
vied by other brands Triumph
dealers receive well planned na-
tional advertising support
as well as assistance with local
advertising. For a relatively
small investment, the return
can be big, and personally sat-





LOST: Tom Sealpoint Siamese
cat, name, Tinker. Phone 753-
9973. N-6-C
LOST, strayed or stolen; black
and white part Beagle dog. If
found phone 753-3589. N-8-P
LOST: Four relief maps, Hawal
ian Islands, lost Saturday night
near Swan's Grocery. Call 753-
1854, Lewis W. Martin. Reward.
1TP
LOST: Ladies billfold, light
blue, between court square and
Uncle Jeff's. Contained about
$6.00. Finder may have money.
Please return billfold. Phone
753-6311 N-7-C
BULL DURHAM DINING ROOM
(Near Paris Landing)
Is Now0pen Only Friday,
Saturday and Sunday








FOR YOUR home remodeling,
additions and repairs. Free esti-
mates. Call 753-6123. TIC
WILL CONTRACT new houses.
General repair work and addi-
tions. Phone 753-3366. Nov. 16-C
WILL TAKE few selected horses
for training. Boarding facilities
and pasture. Blackwell Stables,
telephone 753-6977. Dec.4-C
BLACK TOP PAVING










NEEDS MAN OVER 40
as Traveling Representative






READY TO BUY A COLOR TV?
The three things to look for irt buying a Color TV:
1. SERVICE - Bob Randolph.
2. PERFORMANCE - Only total automatic color on
the market
3. NAME BRAND. Magnavox.
WE HAVE ALL THREE!
COME BY AND LET US SHOW YOU
WHAT WE HAVE
LEACH'S MUSIC_ & T.V.















Due to the fact that two weeks ago, our packer made
it possible for us to start grading hogs, better hog prices
have come to Murray as you have been told.
We. the Shoemaker and Atkins Livestock Co., will pay
daily for hogs grading No. 1, No. 2, No 3, top local mar-
ket price. Call 753-3225 for daily market quotations.
We appreciate your business and will always do the
best we can for the producer.
Ellis and Myrtle Shoemaker
WIC
REAL ESTATE POE SALE
BY OWNER: Three - bedroom
house, near town, hospital and
high school. Fenced in back
yard, carpeted, built-ins. Phone
753-5330. N-6-C
KING SIZE LOTS or acreage.
Level lots, some with trees.





THREE-BEDROOM brick fii city
school district with an Ole ex-
tras Would consider a trade.
Phone 753-4516. N-11-C
NOTICE
WANTED: A Merit clothing
worker wants a ride from High-
way 280 or Murray. Call 43E-
2102. N-U'
WANTED TO BUY
WANTED: Oct 7, Ledger &
Times. Please bring to the Led-
ger & Times office. TFNC
WANTED: Good used snare
drum. Phone 753-6057. N-8-C
WANTED: Used set of Barbells.
Call 7534107. N-7-C
- WANTED -
APPLICANTS TO FILL FOLLOWING








Paris, Tenn. 38242 - Phone 642-1230
. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
FOR RENT
SHOP AND COMPARE
Before buying color TV. Total automatic color. We can
top all prices. We can top all warranties.
Only Curtis-Mathes offers the pro-rate picture tube war-
ranty. Only TV Service Center gives 18 months of free
home service.
Expert Repair Man on Color
TV SERVICE CENTER
Home of Beautiful Curtis-Mathes TV and Stereos
312 North 4t,h Phone 753 5865
HOUSE TRAILER, 12' x 50',
two bedrooms, central heat, all
electric, located on private lot.
Mrs. Bear Nix, phone 753-3785
N-5-C
ONE - BEDROOM furnished





miles from Murray on old Ben-
ton-Murray road. Call 753-6861
or 437-3461. N-11-P
HOUSE TRAILER, 10' x 42', '87
model. Electric beat, $85.00 per
month. Two miles front Murray.
Phone 753-7856. N-7-C
EFFICIENCY APARTMENT fox
two or single. Two blocks from
college. All electric and all pri-
vate, available now. Call 753-
2672.
HELP WANTED
CURB HOP wanted. Night shift,
5:00 p ne to 11 p. m., male or
female. Apply in person to Dart-
Castle, Chestnut Street. No
phone calls please. TIC
WANTED: Lady, experienced in
salad department. 8:00 a. m. to
4.00 p. m. shift. Full time work.
Must be neat, efficient and de-
pendable. No phone calls. Ap-
ply Colonial House Smorgas-
bord. N-6-C
WANTED: Woman for weekly
housecleaning and ironing. Call
753-6719 after 5 p. ne Refer-
ences required. N-10-C
WANTED: Waitress at Tom's
Pizza Palace. Call or come by
Tom's Pizza Palace after 12:00
neon. N-8-C
WANTED: Part-time or full-
time route man. Inquire at
Boone's Laundry & Cleaners.
N-11-C
HELP WANTED HELP WANTED
MANAGER WANTED
FOR LOCAL STORE
Need Manager at Once with
Management Background
Salary unlimited. Answer in writing, giving qualifications




SAWS FILED: Pinking shears
and scissors sharpened. Small
appliance service. 512 South
12th. Phone 753-6067. TIC
WANT TO SEE your grass
again? Good! During Thanks-
giving holidays (Nov. 26, 27, 28,
29) two college students using
super rakes will-dispose of-your
leaves fast and efficiently. Hour-
ly rate, $1.50 each. If interested
contact Super Brothers, John
or Doug, for appointment. Call
53-2567 after 7 p. m. We know











During the extended illness
and death of Mrs. Pearl Evans
Nanney, I wish to thank Dr.
John C. Quertermous; Dr. Sam-
uel G. Bell; nurses; nurses aids;
and everyone on second and
third floors that had even the
smallest part in caring for her;
the Ministers that visited her
and shared with her and for
her their many prayers.
Neither must we forget the
beautiful flowers, nor all the
kindness of all those wonderful
neighbors including all the de-
licious food that they supplied.
The ministers: L. H. Pogue, Bill
Threet, and Hollis Illller. The
beautiful singing by the quar-
tet, and to all others that bad







(UM) - The Dixie Gardens
Drive-In Theater is providing a
special attraction on Sunday
mornings.
The Rev. William R. Miller,
pastor of the Central Church of
Religious Science, conducts
weekly services for worshipers
who can remain in their cars
wearing casual clothes. Rev.
Miller, who also officiates at
services at his own church later
Sunday mornings, said he hopes
the drive-in services would
attract Sunday golfers and other
pleasure seekers.
Indian Temple Doings
NEW DELHI (UPI) - The
annual fair at the, Karoli Devi
Temple near Agra was mobbed
this year by pilgrims hoping for
kick in lotteries.
Local priests who attended
the fair estimated that about
50,000 persons came to seek the
blessings they believe would help
them win a big prize. In return,
they pledge to donate 10 to 25
per cent of any winnings for
construction of rest houses for
pilgrims near the temple.
The odds against being dealt





A one-day consultative and din.-
gnostic heart clinic for medi-
cally indigent children will be
held in the First Presbyterian
Church, 9th and Broadway, May-
field, on Friday, November 21.
This clinic will serve patients
from Ballard, Calloway, Car-
lisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
Livingston, Marshall and Mc-
Cracken Counties.
Dr. Kareem Minhas, Direct-
or of the Kentucky Children's
Heart Clinic, Children's Hospit-
al, Louisville, and other physic-
ians from the University of Lou-
isville School of Medicine, will
conduct the clinic.
Co-sponsored by the Kentucky
Heart Association, the Kentucky
State Department of Health and
the County Health Departments,
the clinic provides a diagnostic
service for the patient, along
with recommendations for treat-
ment and management of the
case. It also provides an oppor-
tunity for the referring physici-
an to consult with the clinician
regarding his patient. The sp-
onsors of the clinic are deeply
grateful to me rust rresoy-
terlan Church for allowing the
clinic to be held in its facili-
ties.
Necessary expenses of the cl-
inic are being underwritten by
the Kentucky Heart Association
and the State Health Department.
Clinic personnel and equipment
will be provided by the Graves
County Health Department as
well as the State Health Depart-
ment and the Kentucky Heart
Association,
Only those indigent children
who have a Tritten referral from
a physiciap will be admitted to
the clinic;
Membership Gain
S T. LOUIS (UPI)
Communicant membership in
The Lutheran Church-Missouri
Synod passed the 2 million mark




congregations in the church's

































































21 Muse of history
22-Hebrew month
23 Fruit (pl )
24 Writing
implement
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Nigerian Relief
NEW YORK (UPI) - A
$100,000 grant to the Lutheran
Work! Federation's Department
of World Service for relief and
rehabilitation among
war-affected civilians in Nigeria
has been approved by directors
of Lutheran World Relief.
The grant was the largest of
four authorized. Smaller grants
totaling $10,500 were made
toward a flood relief program in
India, medical assistance in the
Central African Republic and a




1111 HAGUE (UPI) -
1Orollnient of students-at Dutch
universities rose by.9 per cent
in the year from April, 1968
to a total of more than 85.000
Want Ads
pay off





The U. S. Department of AA-
riculture hes announced the
loan rates by grade for 1969
crop Fire-Cured. Dark Air-Cur-
ed and Burley Tobacco. These
rotes represent an average price
support loan level et 44.6 cents
per pound for fire-cured tobac-
co; 39.7 cents per pound for
dark air-cured and 65.8 cents
for Burley tobacco. These sup-
port rates are about 3.8 per-
cent above the 1968 levels.
Grade loan rates for fire-cur
ed range from 26 to 66 cents
Per pound, dark air-cured rang-
ed from 26 to 56 cents and bur-
ley from 34 to 78 cents per
pound.
As in rest years growers will
offer their tobacco for sale at
auction in the usual manner
and price support will be made
available to cooperating grow-
ers through producer cooperat-
ive associations which will uti-
lize the service and facilities
of auction warehouses.
Only the original Producers




NEW YORK (15P1)— The
market turned slightly higher
at the opening on the New York
Stock Exchange today. Trading
was moderate.
Some analysts believed the
persisting uncertainty about the
economy will be the dominating
Influence on the market for the
near term. At the same time
others insisted that the market
will show continued negative
reaction to President Nixon's
Vietitam address Monday night.
Shortly after the opening the
UPI stock market indicator
showed a gain of 0.22,eper cent
with 417 issues on 'The tape.
Advances outpaced declines, 195
to 117. The Dow Jones
industrial average was off
fractionally.
In the motors, Chrysler
picked up le to 41% and
American Motors rose le to 12,
General Motors picked up the
same amount to '?54.
Steels moved lower, led by
U.S. Steel and Bethlehem. The
former gave up le to 371,4 , the
latter le to 201/2.
Eastman Kodak picked up a
gain in its group—% to Tre
Allied Chemical was la higher
to 297 . Du Pont eased % to
116% .
Jersey Standard led the oils
lower with a loss of 5,8 to 667/8,
trading ex-dividend. Gulf Oil
picked up 1,8 to 323  .
Burroughs was one of the few
sizable downside movers, fall-
ing 214 . to 147. Texas hi-
struments rose 1% to 121/2.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service, Nov. 5, 1960 Kentucky
Purcbase Area Hog Market Re
port Includes 10 Buying Sta-
tions.
Receepts 467 Head, Barrows and
Gilts, Steady; Sews, Steady.
US 2-3 200,240 ins $24.50-25.00,
US 2-4 190-240 lbs $24.00-24.50;
US 2-4 240-260 lbs $23.50-2440;
US 3-4 260,280 lbs $23 00-23.50;
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $21.50-22.00,
US 1,3 300-550 lbs $20.75-21.50,
US 2-3 450-850 lbs $20.00-20.75
NAMES DESTROY lat S
WASHINGTON (CPO — The
Navy has identified eight more
destroyers to be mothballed
and two aviation units to be
disbanded in its billion dollar
economy drive.
The destroyers are the
Prichett, Ingersoll and Hope-
well, at San Diego, Calif.; the
Bailey, at Mayport, Fla.; the
Zellers and Massey, at New-
port, R.I.; and the Nicholas and
O'Bannon at Pearl Harbor.
The two aviation units are
Squadron 52, a 550-man antisub-
marine warfare team at
Quonset Point, R.I.; and VP21,
a 300-man squadron at Brun-
swick, Maine.
Police crack down
on old Chinese custom
TAIPEI (UPI) - Chinese
on Taiwan will find spitting,
a centuries-old habit of the
Chinese ',wide. a costly
Police- ha%e announced that
r  now on any both caught
Tit fin:  in public places will be
fined 1211 hie an dollars (53).
Land
Transfers
James W. Tbitessend,' J. H.
Wolston, aod Earl Nanney,
trustees of 7th and Poplar
Church of Christ to Vernon L.
and Wilma J. Coh000 lot in
Crestinere Subdivision.
C E. end Katie B. Fox to
East Fork Clarks River Water-
shed Conservancy District ease-
ment on land in Calloway
County.
Guy and Annie Lovins to
Mabel Outland a acre in Cal-
loway County.
Robert Beach to E. F. and
Mary Patterson lot in Pine
Bluff Shores Subdivision.
Jessie Hale Outland to Lu-
cille Outland Atkins 20 acres in
o:alloway County.'
A. B. and Nell Cloys to Gary
Palmer and Alice Faye Lamb
Key lot in Calloway County.
Joe Bailey and Anita E. Dill
to Joe Syrtis and Etna Ruth
Dill, lot in Calloway County.
Cosie Rhodes to Mrs. Floy
Edwards lots in Calloway Coun-
ty.
Ole Mae Adams, Ellen Nof-
singer, and Lovie Adams to
John R. and Lonnie E. Rayburn
lot in Calloway County.
Lee Rogers to Bill and Ra-
mona Evens lot in Calloway
County.
Douglas and Judy Willoughby
to Archie C and Evelyn Miller,
III lot in Calloway County.
Charles D. and Mary W. Out-
land to Hiram and Rosette Crit-
tenclin lot in Pine Bluff Shores
Subdivision.
Guy Spann, Wayne Wilma,
ond 0 P Valentine to Bette
K. Taylor lot in Whitnell lands.
Charles D and Marian W.
Richardson to the Common-
weath of Kentucky for benefit
or Board of Regents of MSU.
Deed of conveyance for land in
Calloway County.
Eadken Inc. to G. T. and
Beaoton Brandon lot in Callo-
way County.
Harry J. Fenton to James
and Odessa McKinney lot in
.Gjendale Subdivision
Ao C. end ,Enid kre to
P: and Van Alice Pitts lot
in Calloway County.
Loyo M. and Mildred Louise
Loos to L. B. and Esther Ship-
man lot in Center Ridge Sub-
division.
W. F. and Van Alice Fitts to
A. C. and Enid Sanders lot in
Canterbury Estates Subdivision.
Heirs of Robert Gargua to Vir-
gil and Pauline Knot lot in Cal-
loway County.
Trans-Southern Life to James
L. and Geraldine E. Meng lot
In Calloway County.
Charles H. and Beulah Dixon
to Denver C and Gladys Smith
lot in Calloway County.
Charlie C. and Bonnie B.
Billington to Prentice W. and
Martha L Ross lot in Kirksey,
Calloway County.
Lillian Hollowell Adams to
Sam and Mamie Calhoun lot in
Calloway County.
Gracie Stroup to Rondal and
Brooks Collie lot in Calloway
County.
CARE Self-Help Program
NEW YORK (UPI) -
Since its inception in the early
1950a, CARE'. Self-Help prc;-
fram Sas shipped enough farm
plements throughout the
odd-to-114.716,000 farmers
d their eons learn and prac-
tice modern farming methods to





Pernell Roberts, formerly a "Bo
nanza" regular, landed a sup-
porting role in ABC-TV's mo-
vie-for-television "The Silent
Gun."
THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
SEEN & HEARD . .
(Continued Prem Page One)
this week and many remember
her as a dedicated school teach
er. She retired some years ago
Someone brought in the follow-
ing poem by Mrs. Cynthia J.
Bowden as fitting Miss Holland
"She was my teacher years
ago,"
An Old man said to me one
day,
"If she grew weary of t he
stmin,
I did not know; she did not
say.
'How strange that I cannot re-
call
Methods she used, subjects
or classes
That brought success in later
Years
To eager country lads and
lasses.
"Too long are passed those days
of yore
To bring to my forgetful
mind
Her eyes, her hair, the clothes
she wore—
But I remember she w a s
hint"
Women are strange creatures.
They know exactly how you
feel even if you don't say a
word. Not fair in a way.
Sometimes our mechanical abil-
ity astounds us. The light on
the range was flickering on and
off, so we says to oteeselves,
that light is going on and off.
We deduced that something was
wrong with it.
To get to this light however
was another story. Three screws
held in the glass plate over it
and naturally they turned out
to be Phillips screws. That fel-
low must have had a chip on
his shoulder against society to
have invented such a screw
heat
Anyway we got our Phillips
screwdriver and took out the
three screws and the whole
Wing fell apart There is a
long chrome strip that fits down
ever the plate of glass and an-
other piece on each side the
whole shebang sets down in a
groove
l'o make a long story short we
trudged over to Glyco's place
and bought a bulb, put it in
and reassembhd all of this stuff
and replaced the screws.
We had an enormous sense of
accomplishment. Some day we
are going to attempt to replace






oos Anne of Britain wears a




 ' hat as she visits a
deep sea oil drilling.rig •off
the Norfolk coast of Eng-
nd. Superstition has it that
women bring bad 'luck
aboard drilling rigs, but she
departed from tradition
Lenis Hale
(Continued Peers Page One)
meet, and opposed the annual
&anions measure.
Only the 5th and 7th Congres-
sional districts of Eastern Ken-
tucky were opposing the farm,
land amendment, as central
and western portions rallied be-
hind the measure endorsed by
the Kentucky Farm Bureau Fed-
eration.
It was in the metropolitan
Louisville area where backers
of the amendment feared trou-
ble, but their fears were un-
founded. In Jefferson County,
with virtually all precincts re-
porting, the measure was being
ratified by a vote of 34,519 to
19,704.
Jefferson County votes ap-
parently didn't split their in-
tentions on the Constitutional
questions, as the., gave a 13,-
000 majority to the annual ses-
sions amendment.
Ballots in other urban areas
also went for annual sessions,
with the measure carrying Fay-
ette County by a 2 to 1 margin.
The farmland amendment
lows such land to be assessed
arid taxed on its "use"value
rather than economic 'poten-
tial" value. Presently all land
must be assessed and taxed at
its "fair cash value."
Under the newly passed law,
non-agricultural land would con-
tinue to be assessed and taxed
to before
By GLEN CARPENTIR
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (Um —
The Democratic Party retained
firm control of both houses of
the General Assembly, making
significant gains in the lower
chamber, during an off-year
election Tuesday "Biel had im-
portant overtones for the 1971
gubernatorial campaign.
With 11 races still unreported
early today, the Democrats held
a 66-23 margin in the state
House of Representatives, up
from the 57-43 edge of two years
ago.
But in the Senate it remained,
24-14 in favor of the Democrats,
although there appeared to be
a power shift Only 19 of the 38
seats were up for election this
fall.
"By any measure today's elec-
tion must be considered a vic-
tory and tremendous vote of
confidence for the future of
Kentucky and for the first two
years of the state administra-
tion," commented Gov. Louie
B. Nunn in a statement issued
from the mansion in Frankfort
Of the four American Party
candidates for state senator,
none were successful nor were
any of the 18 House hopefuls.
Bemuse all 100 House seats
were up for grabs, the admin
istration decided to concentrate
its efforts in five key Senate
races in the 10 being contested.
The two cent increase in the
sales tax, urged by Nunn in
1968, vas expected to play an
important role in at least two
of these races, but the results
were inconclusive.
Ray Harm, "Kentucky's Wild-
life Artist Extraordinary", who
Is often called "Our Twentieth
Century Audubon" will speak at
the Jaycee Civic Center on Mon-
day, November 24th, at 7:00p.m.
"An Evening With Ray Harm"
Is the theme for the dinner,
sponsored by The Paducah Bank
and Trust Company.
A hospitality hour will begin
at 6:00 p.m. and will be a time
of informal greeting. Those in
attendance will have opportunity
to meet Mr. Harm who is one of
Kentucky's best known persona-
lities. The get-acquainted hour
will be under the direction of
the Paducah Garden Club with
Mrs. Melvin Cornillaud serving
as ho st ass-chair man .
In addition to an informal talk
by Harm, time will be given to
questions from the audience,
"The Last Great Strand", a
twenty - five minute color film
made in the Corkscrew Swamp in
Florida, will be shown for the
first time in this area. The film
will show Ray Harm studying'
and painting the Canada Goose,
The original painting of the Can-
ada Goose will be on display at
the dinner along with other Harm
originals.
The next Harm painting to be
reproduced will be unveiled at
the dinner. This ill be the pub-
lic's first view the painting
Two framed Ra Harm prints
will be given away.
Tickets for the dinner will be
$5.00 per plate and will go on
sale Friday, November 7th. Tic-
kets will be available at all loca-
tions of The Paducah Bank and
Trust Company; The Paducah
Garden Club; Curtis and Mays
Studio, 7th and Broadway; and
Kortz Decorating Center, 1029
North 13th. Only a limited num-
ber of tickets will be sold on a
first come, first serve basis
The Paducah Bank and Trus
Company houses the Nation's
First Free Public Ray Harm
Wildlife Art Gallery. The Gall-
en?' contains all the works re-
produced by Ray Hart and is
open to the public during the
banking hours,'
In Northern Kentucky's 24th
District of Keaton County, Re-
publican incumbent Clyde Mid-
dleton narrowly defeated five-
term representative Gus Shee-
han, Jr., the Democratic chal-
lenger by a mere 87 votes.
With Northern Kentucky a
border area it had been thought
the tax issue would be a major
one since Indiana and Ohio
have lower and less inclusive
sales taxes.
But in the hotly contested 8th
District of Daviess and Han-
cock counties, Democratic in-
cumbent Delbert S. Murphy of
Owensboro turned back a chal-
lenge by Republican Casper
"Cap" Gardner.
On the line in that race was
the prestige of Democratic Lt.
Gov. Wendell Ford, whose meat
Murphy won in 1967 with
Ford's support. Murphy also de-
feated Gardner then, but he
was running as an Independent
after having deserted the De-
mocratic Party where he was a
one-time majority leader of the
Senate.
Owensboro, county seat of
Davieas County, is on the Ken-
tucky-Indians line and the tax




George D. Fischer, president of
the National Education Associae.
lion, has asked President Nixon
to withdraw his nomination of
Clement F. Haynswortb Jr. to
the Supreme Court,
Fischer also said in tele-
grams to the Senate Harts-
worth's civil rights record
"renders him unfit to hold this
high public position." The
Senate Judiciary Committee
has approved Haynsworth's
nomination probably will reach
the Senate floor this month.
LIBYA SENDS NOTE
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
Libyan government has sent a
note to the United States
concerning the future of the
Wheeltos Air Force Base,
according to the State Depart-
malt, Spokesmen, however,
would not divulge its contents.
Under an agreement, either
nation may give one year's
notice of cancellation on or
after Dec, 24, 1970.
Lars BEGIN HERE — Robert Rear
ray State University and new ombudsman,
350-voice Quad State Choir sang at a concert
members. Students from Kentucky, Illinois,
day festival at Murray State, which is sponsor
Association. Students are: (left to right) Sher
Levelta Jones, Richland H.S., Sikeston, Mo.;
Rick McManus, Brookport H.S. Brookport, III.
(center), associate professor of music at Myr-
discusaes a part of one of the songs that the
at lASU November 3 with four of the choir
Missouri, and Tennessee attended the °ne-
ed annually by the Kentucky Music Educators
rv Bevis, Dyersburg (IS, Dyersburg, Tenn.;
Jennie Baker, Murray H.S., Murray, Ky.; and
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
In the 12th District of Fayette
County, Democratic incumbent
C. Gibson Downing narrowly
edged Republican Gene Crav-
ens. Cravens probably wougd
have run better, but the Demo-
cratic tide swept Republican
County Judge Joe F Johnson
out of office and established
three Democrats in House seats
from the Bluegrass area
Tree is landowner
KNOTT COUNTY, Ky (UP))
A giant sycartioretree here owns
the land it stands on. The tree
received a gift of more than
16 square feet of land from its
admirers.
Thi deed is on record
SW , NNs MiRKET
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,., -wrr..,. ,Al-... ----. owHoliday Fruit Cake ....,_ e -
'
Metres one 9 it 3 1 3-Inch lore
One Pound
650 1 package Duncan HinesApplesauce Raisin Cake 1.11,
Preheat oven to 3500 Grease a 9 x 5 x 3-inch
pan and line bottom of pan wtth heavy paper
Reserve IA cup candied Out for gatnish 1.4ix
remaining candied fruit and nuts with flour
until evenly Coaled set aside In a small











2 cups (1 pound) cut up, mixed
Candied fruit, ,, cup chopped nuts
3 tablespoons flour
I
at medium speed tor 2 minutes St, in fruit
and nuts Spread better in pan Bake at 310"
tor about 1 to 1/2 hours or until cake tests
done with a toothpick Cool then remove
from pan If desired glaze cooled cake by
brushing tightly with hot corn syrup Garnish
top of cake with reserved candied fruit
When cake is completely coot wrap tightly
in foil and stpie se cpci. pace
7theebnleespegkoin t Reo.cuirPl.nleat mulin...,...." Acs,:i;
except Increase the water to Ls cup pia 3
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